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2 N to open Murray facility
Pella
Former Mattel site will house manufacturing
facility; 'window of opportunity' opening here

Photo provided

By ERIC WALKER
Managing Editor
A new "window of opportunity"
has opened in Murray, Calloway
County, western Kentucky and the
surrounding areas as Pella
Corporation, one of the world's
leading manufacturers of premiumquality windows and doors,
announced it will open a manufacturing facility in the former Mattel,
Inc.. plant.
This afternoon, the MurrayCalloway County
Economic
Development Corporation introduced Pella Corporation as the company which will move into the manufacturing plant. The announcement
was also made by officials from
Pella, along with local and state
officials, at a community gathering
held in the Curris Center at Murray
State University.
According to a press release.
Pella, a privately-owned company
headquartered in Pella. Iowa.
employs nearly 7.000 nationwide at
12 operations in Iowa, Illinois,
Ohio, Minnesota, Pennsylvania and
Oregon. and is listed at 39th on the
100 Best Companies To Work For"
list published by Fortune magazine.
The announcement was more
than a welcome one to local officials.
"Pella exceeds everything that
we were looking for in a new industry for this community and this
region,- State Sen. Bob Jackson
(D-Murray). a member of the local
EDC board, stated. "I have never
been as impressed with a new industry as when I visited Pella headquarters with our team to negotiate the
final deal.
-This is a world-class company

that IN extremely successful and
greatly appreciates their employees
and communities where they
reside," he said.
The steps Pella takes to select an
appropriate community for a facility
is a thorough one, as the EDC team
learned.
selection
"The community
process Pella goes through is unbe-

blanket licensing agreement with Microsoft that
will allow Murray State's various departments to
continue to use and upgrade the company's software.
Murray State's various departments and colleges currently pay for their software purchases
out of their own budget monies each year.
Alexander said those monies will now be used for
other purposes, while the university will re-allocate money collected from its student technology
fees to cover all software purchases. Those fees,
he said, will not be raised as a result of the new
system.
"We've wiggled ourselves into a better deal,"
he said this week. "Instead of each department.
school and college trying to go out and get individual versions and upgrades, the university gets

What is Pella?

II See Page 2

Pella Locations in the U.S.

Iowa

Ohio

• Pella
• Sioux Center
• Clear Lake
• Shenandoah
• Carroll
• Story City

• Fairfield
• Gettysburg

Illinois

• Port:and

• Chicago
• Rockford

Kentucky
• Murray

MSU agrees to Microsoft software deal
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
It may not be the best deal, but Murray State
University President Dr. King
Alexander believes an agreement between the university
and Microsoft may keep the
software giant from imposing
huge penalties on MSU for
having alleged pirated copies
of its software on campus.
Dr. Alexander said the university will pay Microsoft a
one-year fee of $65,000 this
Alexander coming school year in
exchange for access to its
software. He said the deal basically amounts to a

lievably thorough, but the similarities between Pella. Iowa, and
Murray. Ky., are astounding," said
EDC Chairman Melvin Henley.
"When our group landed in Pella,
we felt right at home."
Pella Corporate PR Specialist
Kathy Krafka Harkema said coin-

Pennsylvania
Minnesota
• Minneapois/St. Paul

Oregon

Pella Corporation, headquartered in Pella, Iowa, is one of the
world's leading manufacturers of
premium-quality windows and
doors, and offers a full range of
commercial and residential products, such as ProLinee.
Pella was founded in 1925 as
the Rolscreen Company and
was known mostly for its "disappearing" Rolscreen® window
screen. Then in 1992, the comPella
changed
to
pany
Corporation.
In 1997, Pella Corporation
purchased the Cole Sewell
Corporation, which is one of the
country's premium storm door
manufacturers and has a plant in
Clear Lake, Iowa. Pella then folViking
by
buying
lowed
Industries, a vinyl window manufacturer in Portland, Ore., in
1998, and Pease Industries in
Fairfield, Ohio, which manufactures quality entry doors, in
1999.
In 2000, Pella was ranked
47th by Fortune magazine in its
annual "100 Best Companies To
Work For" list. A year later, Pella
vaulted to Number 21, and has
been recognized for providing
exceptional benefits, development opportunities, and a favorable work environment for its
employees.
Source: www.petia,com

Walk Around The Clock

an umbrella and anybody can access the software."
The new system comes as a result of a software audit imposed on the university by
Microsoft. According to Janice Thomasson.
MSU's chief information officer, the university
was one of several across the country to have to
undergo such an audit.
"We were in good company,- she said. "If you
had more than a certain number of computers in
your business, you received the letter from
Microsoft."
The audit, Thoma.sson said, focused on the
licensing number that comes with each piece of
purchased software. That number 's,licrosoft's

III See Page 2

Uranium cleanup provision uncertain
inserted the measure in the hill
By NANCY ZUCKERBROD
approved by the Senate last week. It
Associated Press Writer
require
the
Energy
WASHINGTON (AP) — Buried would
within the Senate's anti-terrorism Department to build two facilities to
spending bill is a measure intended convert depleted uranium at nuclear
to accelerate the cleanup of uranium sites in the three states into a safer
waste in Kentucky, Ohio and form.
Congress passed similar legislaTennessee, but the fate of that provition in 1998, but the Bush adminission is uncertain.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., tration has maintained that the Ian-

EVENING
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
Pick 3:
9-4-2
7-8-0
Pick 4:
Pick 4:
9-4-8-4
2-3-5-5
Cash Ball:
10-19-21-32 Cash Ball 17
IG_E_T_ Yoyel.Q_TTQ TICKETS AT
Jr. Food Mart #4
1302 Main St.• Murray

Congressional aides estimate the
cost of building two plants and running them for about 20 years would
be roughly $1 billion. The administration has estimated it could save
$100 million by building just one
facility.
The converters would take the
uranium compound being stored in

IN See Page 2

WENDE HOLZSCHUH Ledger 8, Times photo

WATCH TOWER ... Two county employees. Harold Turner
and Verlyn Malcom. assisted each other in fixing the courtsquare clock. Judge-Executive Larry Elkins said an estimate of $15.000 was needed to repair the clock, but county
employees found the necessary parts and got the clock
ticking for less than $200.

www.murrayledger.com

Murray, KY 4 2 0 7 1

Kentucky Lottery

guage wasn't mandatory and that it
might only build one facility to save
money.
McConnell's measure states that
construction of waste conversion
facilities must begin by July 2004 at
uranium plants in Paducah, Ky., and
Piketon, Ohio.
The project is expected to add
about 200 jobs to each site.
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III Pella ...
From Front
munity plays a huge role in a site's
selection.
"It's important to have a team
and atmosphere that's compatible,"
she said via telephone."We feel it is
the right location with people who
enjoy their lives."
"Without a doubt," Henley
added, "this match between company and community is a wonderful
fit. We believe our community is
getting a world-class company and
Pella's selection of Murray puts
their stamp on our town as a worldclass community."
Pella will take over the 733,000
square foot manufacturing side of
the Mattel plant. Mattel, which
came to Murray in the early 1970s,
announced plans to cease operations
here and move production to
Photo provided
Mexico last April. At that time,
that indit-shirts
with
shown
are
workers
The
meeting.
Pictured is a Pella team
Maud employed over.1,000 people. TEAM WORK
For."
Work
to
Companies
Best
"100
magazine's
Current business projections esti- cate Pella's listing as one of Fortune
mates Pella will employ at least 100
including together as a team with the people of
between local and state government
(earn members in its first year before
President/CEO the Murray region to serve custhat helped land Pella in Murray.
expanding to some 500 total team
y tomers." he added. "Working
a 'r
G
he
effort,"
team
a
"This was truly
members in coming years.
Christensen. together is the most important thing
said. "We received help from many'
Pella
of
"The' addition
Board Chairman we can do to ensure our long-term
venues — state and local — during
Corporation to our community will
Charles Farver, success."
this process. If our local EDC board
provide quality career opportunities
Shirley
Also introduced at the announceand
hadn't stepped up top the plate to
for the hard-working people of our
was Dave Wamre, who will
ment
who
Sneller,
purchase the facility, we wouldn't
area," Sen. Jackson said.
the Murray facility.
manage
site
the
chaired
be landing Pella in Kentucky."
Mark Manning, EDC president,
wife
and 1 felt right at home
"My
comselection
the
recognize
to
"It is important
Christensen
said. "Pella is well known for the
the first time we came to Murray,"
mittee.
role Gov. (Paul) Patton and Sec.
outstanding work environment it
"The addition of our Murray, Ky., Wamre said. "We look forward to
(Economic Development Cabinet)
provides its employees, paying a
Strong played in assisting the manufacturing facility represents a becoming a part of the Murray comGene
competitive wage, providing outlocating of Pella in Murray," added good fit for the people of this region munity and making our home here."
standing benefits and educational
Now, the EDC can concentrate
Jackson. "This is a great coup for and Pella Corporation," Christensen
initiatives."
on attracting a company to
residents
efforts
its
area
of
said. "The values
our region."
Manning, who was hired by the
former Mattel plant's
the
occupy
of
those
with
consistent
be
to
appear
In addition to local leaders,
EDC from Mississippi last year after
side.
distribution
Corporation.
Pella
in
was
management
top
Pella's
Mattel's announcement, was most
"The EDC has been aggressively
"We look forward to working
Murray for the announcement,
impressed with the teamwork
seeking company matches for both
sides of the facility." Manning said.
"Pella's decision to come to Murray
gives our community a tremendous
boost in image and prestige that we
can use to help market the distribution center availability."
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CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO
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1000 AM - 9:30PM
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FOREVER
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MURRAY, KY
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Murray woman 'critical'
following Monday accident
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murray woman was listed in critical condition in the intensive care unit
of Lourde's Hospital in Paducah Tuesday morning as a result of injuries she
sustained in a one-vehicle accident early Monday morning. According to a report from the Calloway County Sheriff's Office, Debra
R. Shekel!, 46, was driving north on Pottertown Road when her vehicle, a
1991 Chevrolet S-10, drifted off the right side of the road in front of a residence at 5165 Pottertown Road.
Shekell then continued to drive for 211 feet, nearly striking a sign at the
intersection of Pottertown and Poplar Springs roads. She then re-entered the
roadway at a sharp turn to the left. The vehicle continued sliding to the right,
heading toward the tsVii fuel pump islands located in from of the Wild Cat
One Stop Store, 5119 Pottertown Road.
After covering 313 feet, the report stated, the vehicle struck the curb of
the fuel island and the left gas pump wit/lithe passenger front tire. The passenger front bumper, the front bumper and hood struck the right gas pump,
located on the north side of the fuel island. The report said the vehicle
appeared to have hit all the points simultaneously.
The vehicle then spun counter-clockwise, striking two three-foot high
metal and concrete poles and the large steel beam which held the canopy
over the fuel island. The impact cause Shekel!, who was not wearing a seat
belt, to be thrown from behind the wheel onto the floor of the passenger side
of the vehicle. The vehicle then spun clockwise and passed through and over
the fuel island. The vehicle then slid toward the building, striking the curb
in front of the store and coming to a final rest.
A passerby saw the vehicle after the collision and stopped and turned the
engine ignition key to the off position because the motor was still running.
The passerby then went to the store owner's home next door and called 911.
Shekell was extricated from the vehicle by Calloway County Fire-Rescue
personnel, and EMS transported her to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was later transferred to Lourde's in critical condition with a
head injury and bleeding of the brain.
The report stated that a sheriff's deputy found a Hydrocodine pill bottle
'empty on the floor of the vehicle. Alcohol was not believed to have been a
factor in the accident.

1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY 42071-1040
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Hazel Fire Department
• One truck and six firefighters assisted the Puryear Fire Department
with a fire at Carpet World in Tennessee Sunday morning. The building's
roof and garage were destroyed, but the main portion of the building was
salvaged It is still unknown what caused the fire.
Murray Fire Department
• Four trucks and 15 firefighters responded to a fire alarm at Murray
State University's Ordway Hall Monday Just after 7 a.m. The alarm was
a system malfunction caused by a power outage.
• Four trucks and 15 firefighters responded to a fire alarm at MSU's
Regents College Monday just after 10 a.m. The alarm had been caused
by someone accidentally bumping a pull station on the dormitory's seventh floor
• Two trucks and six firefighters responded to a rescue call at Eighth
and Main streets Monday just before 8 p.m. Upon firefighters' arrival, the
occupant of a vehicle was found lying supine in the road. MFD personnel assisted in loading the victim into an ambulance.
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies

Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927
Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
week.
3 months
520.25

1 year
578.00

6 months
S40.50

II Uranium...
"I will stay
the course, but it
about 60,000 steel cylinders at remains to be
Paducah, Piketon and Oak Ridge, seen if the final
Tenn., and turn it into forms that are bill will contain
my provision or
less toxic.
Some of the cylinders are in poor even if the presicondition and could leak, releasing dent will sign the
toxic gas and uranium, said Richard appropriations
Miller, a policy analyst with the bill," McConnell
Government Accountability Project, said.
a Washington watchdog group.
Rep.
Ed McConnell
a
Whitfield,
McConnell said Monday he was Kentucky Republican who reprepleased his measure got in the sents Paducah, said it makes more
Senate bill but voiced concern about sense to build two conversion faciliits future.
ties.

From Front

III Software...

Mailed in Calloway Co, Benton.
From Front
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and
Farmington , Ky. - $85.00
way of validating that a piece of
By mall to rest of KY/TN - $110.09
software was actually purchased by
other mail subscriptions - $130.00.
the person using it.
Published Monday through Saturday
"Technically, a bootlegged 'anyJuly
Sundays,
every afternoon, except
thing' would be a piece of software
4, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day
and New Years Day. Periodicals
on a PC that you didn't buy or could
postage paid at Murray, KY. • prove that anybody else bought,"
POSTMASTER: Send address
she said. "A company like
changes to THE MURRAY LEDGER
AND TIMES, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
Microsoft has the option to check."
KY 42071-1040.
While sounding highly technical
nature, Thomasson said the
in
PAPER?
MISS YOUR
of the audit revolves
majority
Call the circulation dept. between
around an honor code-type system,
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or
4:30-5:00 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
where if a person does not have the
licensing number of a particular
Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 308-700)
Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
piece of software, their word is
Press
Kentucky
Press.
Associated
often taken on whether or not it is
Association and Southern Newspapers
Publishers Association. The Associated
pirated.
Press is exclusively entitled to news origi"It's a 'shade of gray' thing," she
nated by Murray Ledger & Times
said."Some people had the numbers
sitting there in the desk drawer.
Some people didn't."
Alexander said the potential
pinch for universities and businesses is that Microsoft can decide to
exercise an option to bring litigation
against those with pirated copies of
How ABOUT AN ANNUITY?
programs.
That option, he said, basically
Woodmen's Flexible Premium
universities such as MSU to
forces
and Single Premium Deferred
agree to a fee that will be paid to the
Annuities are competitive altercompany.
natives to other Savings plans.
He estimated that the universiThe initial guaranteed rate* is:
ty's various colleges and depart•tn,s rah" s QuaMoreell
to, Me 1,no rnonTh a.'0 Own
ments currently spend $40,000ran rary roonfhly of Can be
per year on computer soft$45,000
'yoked m to,The Yee'
ware. Considering the legal fees that
could be incurred by taking on
Timothy W. Hilbrecht. F1C
Field Representative
Microsoft in court, he said MSU's
Woodmen Bldg.
best option was to take the $65,000
3rd & Maple
agreement.
Murray, KY

N1ATnING?

5.25%

270-753-8113
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OMAHA W(X)DMI \
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On the web — www.woodmen.com

"If you want to take them on,
they'll sue you for damages," he
said. "Since our bid is much closer
to what we actually spend, it's in
our best interest to use it."

Thomasson said the university
will begin to attempt to better keep
track of who is using what by keeping more accurate records of software purchases.
"There will be no doubt in anybody's mind where this software
came from," she said. "Up until
now,-we did not put all the software
purchases in one place. As a result,
there's probably a lot of legal programs out there on campus where
people can't prove they bought it."
Alexander said the extremely
ambiguous nature of what defines a
pirated copy of a piece of software
is enough to bring nearly anyone
out of compliance.
"I couldn't find the licensing
number on my software if I had to,"
he said. "Microsoft said if you can't
produce that number, you're a
pirate."
Thomasson said MSU has gotten
off fairly easy with the $65,000 fee,
considering that the University of
Oregon recently had to pay
Microsoft over $100,000 after a
similar audit. Alexander said his
concern, though, is that the software
company will use its current leverage to raise the fee in the future.
"I wouldn't be surprised if they
come back three or four years down
the road and say they need to double
it," he said. "I'm not sure what
they're tying us into. They could
come back next year and increase
it."
Alexander said he planned to
make MSU employees aware of the
new software purchasing policy via
a campus-Wide -e-mail this week.
Thomasson said that while the situation is not ideal, it is acceptable.
"We've chosen one of the
options, and we're happy with it,"
she said. "We're in good shape."

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Deaths
Mr. Glen Scherffius Kelso
Funeral services for Mr. Glen Scherffius Kelso were
Monday, June 10, at 2 p.m. at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. John Dale and Rev. Tim Palmer officiated.
Burial was to follow at Beech Grove Cemetery in
Geaves County.
Mr. Kelso. 82, Murray. died Friday, June 7, 2002, at
4:15 p.m. at his home.
Born December 23, 1919 in Calloway County, he
was a member of the Church of Christ faith, an army
Kelso
veteran of W.W. 11, a former director of the MurrayCalloway County Fair Board, a mule show exhibitor
and judge for functions and was a retired farmer. He also more recently
provided wagon rides in various parades and community functions.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Ernest Lee and Luna
Scherffius Kelso; step-mother, Ruth Cochrum Kelso; brother. Hardy
Edmond Kelso; and sister, NoteIla K. Potts.
Mr. Kelso is survived by his wife, Fay Nell Craig Kelso. Murray; son,
Johnny Kelso and wife Sharon, Murray; three daughters, Judy Kelso.
Janey Reynolds and husband Greg, and Joy Doran and husband Carl, all
of Murray; two sisters, Billie K. Hall, Murray, and Bobbie Troutman and
husband Jim, Louisville; one sister-in-law. Francis Kelso, Murray; one
brother-in-law, Tedd Potts, Murray; eight grandchildren, four greatgrandchildren and several nieces and nephews.
Visitation was from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday, June 9, at the funeral
home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in the form of donations to
Beech Grove Cemetery Fund, in the care of Billy Paul Howard, 6022
State Route 94 West, Murray, or the Calloway County Family Resource
Center, in the care of Donna Herndon.

Mr. George Dillon
Graveside services for Mr. George Dillon were at 11 a.m. Monday,
June 10, at Hicks Cemetery. Rev. David Cunningham officiated.
Pallbearers for the service were Michael Dillon, Mark Dillon. Eddie
Dillon, Daniel Dillon, Joseph Crawford and Matt Crawford.
Mr. Dillon. 63, New Concord, died Saturday. June 8, 2002, at 5:05
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born August 11, 1938 in Celina, Tenn., he was preceded in death by
his wife, She!hie Jean Newbem Dillon, who died December 10, 1998;
and parents, Daniel and Tessie Harris Dillon.
Mr. Dillon is survived by one daughter, Sandy Sullivant and husband
Mike. Paducah; one son, George Marshall Dillon and wife Denise.
Westmoreland, Tenn.; one sister, 011ie Mae Lane. New Concord; one
brother. John Dillon, Dexter; and four grandchildren, Jason, Wesley and
Billy Sullivant and Tanner Dillon.
No visitation was scheduled. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.

Mr. William Owen Henderson
Mr. William Owen Henderson, 59, Hardin, died Monday, June 10,
2002, at 1 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Employed as a pipefitter, he was a member of the Plumber/Pipefitters
Local 184 and a member of Unity Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
He was preceded in death by his parents. Lamon and Bertie Culver
Henderson.
Mr. Henderson is survived by his wife, Vada Mae Butler Henderson.
Hardin-; one son. Owen Randy Henderson, Hardin;_ three daughters,
Zelda Johnson, Smithland, RhOnda Lavada Powell, Texas, and Rebecca
Raye Wray, West Paducah; one sister, Etta Bourland, Benton; six grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. on Wednesday. June 12, at Collier
Funeral Home in Benton. Rev. Jimmy Fulton will officiate. Burial is to
follow at Unity Cemetery in Hardin.
Visitation is after 5 p.m. today, June 11, at the funeral home.
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John Gotti dies of cancer in prison
NEW YORK (AP)- He was
known as the "Dapper Don," a mob
kingpin with a flair for doublebreasted suits and silk shirts. After
a series of acquittals on murder
charges, a new name stuck: "The
Teflon Don."
In the end, John Gotti spent a
decade under a different identity: a
federally issued inmate number.
The swaggering mobster who once
led the nation's most powerful
crime family died Monday in a
prison hospital in Springfield, Mo.
He was 61.
"He's a man amongst men, a
champion,- said longtime family
friend Lewis Kasman.
Gotti reigned for six years as the
nation's most high-profile mobster,
passing himself off as a plumbing
supply salesman while strutting
about in $2,000 suits and sneering
at police. Some chroniclers called
him the most important gangster
since Al Capone. a comparison
Gotti did not discourage.
When Gotti finally was convicted by a federal jury in New York,
James Fox. the FBI agent in charge
in New York. declared:"The Teflon
is gone. The don is covered with
Velcro."
When Gotti moved to take over
the Gambino crime family, they
were the biggest and most powerful
of the city's five Mafia families.

reach
Their
extended into the
garment district,
garbage hauling.
construction.
extortion and loan
sharking.
In 1985, he took
charge by murderGotti
ing "Big Paul"
the
Castellano,
boss of the Gambinos. Castellano
had angered Gotti with, among
other things. his ban on drug trafficking.
Gotti's seizure of power made
him a criminal celebrity. He
appeared on the cover of Time
magazine and was glamorized as a
gangster the law couldn't bring
down.
Already in 1984, he had walked
free when he was charged with
attack,ing a motorist over a minor
traffic dispute. The alleged victim
refused to identify him in court,
inspiring a tabloid headline, "I
FORGOTTI." In 1987, Gotti beat a
federal rap by bribing a juror, and
in 1990, another apparent payoff
helped win his acquittal in die
attempted murder of a union official.
Embarrassed federal authorities
finally made gains through electronic surveillance, planting bugs
in Gotti's Manhattan headquarters,

his social club and an apartment
that Gotti borrowed for private discussions,
In 1990, FBI agents arrested
Gotti, Salvatore "Sammy the Bull"
Gravano and crony Frank Locascio
on charges of racketeering and
murder, the key charge being the
Castellano rubout.
Given Gotti's record of subverting justice, the jurors were tightly
sequestered; even the judge didn't
know their names. The jury found
Gotti guilty on all 14 counts,
including murder, racketeering and
tax evasion.
Gotti was sentenced to life in
1992 for racketeering and six
killings, mostly on the testimony of
Gravano. his one-time closest confidant and underboss who turned
government witness.
Gravano, branded a "rat" by
Gotti, continued to testify for the
government in one mob trial after
another. He eventually dropped out
of the federal witness program and

Investment counseling
when and where you
need it most.

Lexington sex abuse
accused bishop resigns
VATICAN CITY (AP) The Vatican said Pope John Paul
Roman Catholic
Bishop J. II accepted Williams resignation,
Kendrick Williams of Lexington. submitted under church law for
Ky., resigned today amid accusa- -illness or some other grave reations of sexual abuse, becoming the son.third U.S. bishop brought down in
The announcement comes two
the scandal rocking the church.
days before American bishops meet
Williams, 65, had been accused in Dallas to decide on proposals to
of abuse by three plaintiffs. He deal with sexual abuse in the clergy.
denied the charges and went on
At least 225 of the nation's more
leave voluntarily under a diocesan than 46,000 Roman Catholic priests
policy that requires clergy to be have either been dismissed from
removed from public duties while their duties or resigned since the
an accusation is pending.
scandal began in January.

pleaded guilty last year to running
an Ecstasy scheme.
From his underground cell at
Marion. Ill., Gotti allegedly continued to control the Gambino family
through his youngest son, John Jr..
but his power and influence clearly
waned. The younger Gotti eventually was sentenced to nearly 6 1/2
years for bribery and extortion.
John Gotti was born Oct. 27.
1940. one of 13 children of poor
immigrant parents from Naples.
Gotti quit school at 16 and gravitated to petty crime. His violent ways
drew the notice of Gambino family
wise guys in* his Brooklyn neighborhood in the 1950s.
Within a few years, he was running cargo thefts at Kennedy
Airport. for which, he served three
years. Released in 1972, he killed
the murderer of a nephew of boss
Carlo Gambino - an act that
earned him four more years in
prison but helped him climb in mob
ranks.

It you're concerned
about not having convenient access to your
investment counselor, call Hilliard Lyons. Or
better yet, stop by the Murray branch to meet
Financial Consultants, Tom Ewing and Betty Boston,
and Registered Sales Assistant, Jeanie Hawk.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071

270.753.3366
800.444.1854

Li

•AiO HILLIARD LYONS
A PNC ADVISORS COMPANY
rolewsr hfIliard corn

212 E. Main St.
753-1586

Subscribe
Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
PrIces as of 9 AM
Company

Pnce

Chg

Dovv Jones Ind. Avg. ..%84.24 + 38.84
Air Products
49.50 + 0.01
A01.Time Warner
15.98- 0.07
AT&T
10.89 - 0.02
Bell South
12.49 + 0.04
Briggs & Stratton
18.12 + 0.23
Bristol Myers Squibb 26.l4 - 0.76
Caterpillar
51.29 + 0.76
Chevron Texaco Corp. 86.70 + 035
Daimler Chrysler
47.97 + 1.27
Dean Foods
18.50 + 0.05
Exxon-Mobil
W45 + 0.32
Ford Motor(New)
17.05 + 0.26
General Electric
10.12 + 0.17
General Motors
59.20 + 0.26
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..39.63 - 1.38
Goodrich
29.54 - 0.10
Goodyear
20.93 - 0.07
HopFed Bank*
12.30 B 12.48 A
IKM
77.00 + 0.20
Ingersoll Rand
49.84 + 0.51
Intel
11.36 + 0.29
Kroger
21.86 -0.12
Lucent Tech
1 09 + 0.12
Mattel
21.82 + 0.32
N1cDonalds
10.15 - 0.16
Merck
52.65 - 1.65
Microsoft
53.39 + 0.57
IC. Penney
23.80 + 0.19
Pepsico Inc.
51.3$ + 0.13
Pfizer, Inc.
35.07 - 0.28
Schering-Plough
23.99 - 0.37
Sears
58.21 + 0.21
Union Planters
13 11 + 0.23
US Bancorp
23.14 + 0.13
UST
38.78 + 0.23
Wal-Mart
57.33 + 0.93
Worldcom Inc.
1.59 - 0.01
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged

Court Square
Murray. KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request
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Our new
padded mammogram
is painless. And knowing
you're getting the best
technology in breast health
doesn't hurt either.

softer, easier and gentler than you've ever
experienced. And it's just one of the ways
we've improved breast health care for women.
Stereotactic Breast Biopsy is another.
Representative of the best that breast health
care has to offer, this procedure is less invasive,
faster, costs less, offers fewer chances for
complications, and leaves no scarring.
Almost 40,000 women will die frombreast
cancer this year. Screening mammograms and
accurate diagnostics can greatly,reduce that
number. At Murravkallowav County Hospital,
we're making it as easy and comfortable as
possible to get both.
For more information or to schedule an
appointment, please call 270-762-1140.
0Pp
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Volunteer
spirit
Some people retire and play golf
the rest of their lives. Not Lee
Pinkston. Since she ended her
teaching career seven years ago,
she's busy as ever.
Take her
daily morning
routine, for
instance. For the
past three years,
she has started
each day phoning several elderly friends. Just
to check in.
Main Street "These are
By Constance women who live
alone," Lee
Alexander
"They
explains.
Ledger & Times
are concerned
Columnist
that some time
they might have
an accident and
no one will find them.
"It started out I would maybe
spend two minutes a day speaking
to each one of them. That was to
begin with." she goes on."Now I
can't get through this in maybe 35
to 40 minutes."
After 27 years of teaching 2nd
and 3rd graders in Murray, Lee
could not picture herself spending
most of the time with other retirees.
Yet when she moved to Paducah
and set out to make new friends,
she found her way to an AARP
(American Association of Retired
Persons) meeting.
"Very soon, I was president of
the chapter?' Lee chuckles.
After three years in office, she
realized — to her surprise — that
everything she was doing involved
the elderly. The work has been so
rewarding that now she volunteers
nearly full time to serve their needs.
"Through my church. I have a
ministry." she says. "I'm called the
Nisitation minister to the shut-ins.
Right now. I have 22 people and I
try to see them as often as possible."
Spending so much time with
older people has taught Lee
Pinkston important lessons about
life, including the value of listening. The people in her ministry
need to be listened to, she has
found, and the stories she hears
enrich her own life.

"One lady likes to tell me how
she was a basketball player," Lee
reports. "She's 91 now, but in high
school she was the star of her basketball team."
Senior citizens seem to find the
past a comfortable and even cheerful place to visit, perhaps because
they suffer so many losses and
regrets as they age. Lee itemizes
some typical casualties of getting
old, like not being able to walk well
and having to rely on a walker or a
cane. She also mentions hearing
losses and the isolation they impose
on the elderly.
"They want to be active in conversation but they can't hear everything you say, and that's a difficult
problem for them," she remarks.
"And, of course, some of them have
vision problems, too. They used to
be readers and now they can barely
see to read.
"Those kinds of losses are hard
to take and hard to adjust to," she
concludes.
Each loss is an occasion for
grieving, and one of the most
important tools an older person can
use is a good attitude. Lee Pinkston
recalls one woman in particular,
someone she visited regularly
who'd been ill for years and didn't
, have long to live.
"She never worried about that,"
Ms. Pinkston asserts."She always
asked if I was tired or overdoing."
When the woman went to
Baltimore to visit her son while Lee
was recovering from knee surgery,
the woman's concern reached
across the Miles from Maryland to
Kentucky.
"She called me several times to
make sure I was doing my physical
therapy," Lee remembers."She had
such a positive attitude and that's
what I would like to have, too."
If you are interested in sharing
the volunteer spirit by helping elderly people, contact your local hospital, nursing homes or churches to
find out how you can help.

Reaching for history
Washington Yesterday
By Lawrence L. Knutson/AP Writer

capital that President Lincoln told his wife, distraught over the death of their son, Willie, that if •
she did not control herself she would have to be
sent there.
Mary Lincoln was never committed, but thou-sands of wounded Union and Confederate soldiers were treated at St. Elizabeths. The many
amputees among them received artificial limbs
from a factory created for that purpose. More
than 300 soldiers, Union and Confederate, white
and black, are buried on the property.
In their letters home, these soldiers refused to
say they were at a hospital for the insane and
wrote they were at "the St. Elizabeths Hospital."
The name became so commonplace it was
officially accepted in 1916, without the apostrophe,just the way the soldiers had written it.
The history of Si Elizabeths mirrors the
development of psychiatry, beginning with the
humane "moral" treatment of confinement in
homelike surroundings that was advocated in the
1850s. A history of the place notes that every
type of psychotherapy has been applied there as
it became available, including psychoanalysis
and the use of psychiatric drugs.
Although the federal government retains
ownership, operation of the facility was taken
over long ago by the District of Columbia.
Buildings were closed and padlocked as they
became obsolete or were no longer needed.
St. Elizabeths once served 6,000 patients a
year but now houses only about 500. Officials
intend to end all operations on the spacious west
campus and concentrate activities on a separate
site to the east.
Work is to begin soon on a master plan for
the historic property.

a battlemented roof and a central tower.
WASHINGTON (AP) — At its founding 150
Unused for some 40 years, its musty, wateryears ago, St. Elizabeths Hospital pioneered the
idea that humane treatment in pleasant surround- stained corridors are a dimly lit wilderness of
ings could open the road to healing for people ' broken glass and peeling paint. Many of the timbers supporting the floors are eaten through with
with -mental illness.
rot and near collapse.
It was hoped that the careful landscaping and
-We are not guaranteeing anyone's safety in
panoramic view of the capital might have a
here," one official said before starting the tour.
calming, helpful effect on the institution's
The hospital was founded in typical
inmates.
Washington fashion: the result of a lobbying
Over 15 decades, thousands of mental
patients have received treatment on the 300-acre, campaign.
The chief lobbyist was Dorthea Dix, one of
government-owned hospital grounds. One was
the most persistent social crusaders of the 19th
the poet Ezra Pound, whom many suspected of
century. Her cause: to persuade Congress to
faking a mental disorder to ayoid trial for treaimprove the conditions under which the mentally
son in the aftermath of World War II.
ill were cared for.
Presidential assailant John W. Hinckley Jr.
She argued that the capital had become a
remains in custody at St. Elizabeths.
magnet for people from all over the country
Last week, the National Trust for Historic
Read Main Street on line at
"whose minds are more or less erratic" and who
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the Preservation placed St. Elizabeths on its annual
"ramble about poorly clad and suffering from
callplaces,
historic
endangered
columnist at cacalexander@hot- list of 11 most
want of food and shelter."
builddeteriorating
rapidly
100
than
more
its
ing
mail.com.
-"Dorthea Dix awakened a civic consciousness
ings irreplaceable architectural marvels. The
about mental illness and the necessity for the
trust called on Congress to preserve the structures and find a creative way to reuse the proper- government to play an important role in the care
and treatment of the mentally iLl," the District of
ty.
Columbia Preservation League said as it nomi"This place is knee-deep in history," Joy
nated St. Elizabeths for the annual National
Holland, St. Elizabeths chief executive office.
Dear Editor,
Trust "most endangered" list.
said last week as officials led a tour of Center
[am usually the biggest naysayer in town — always quick with critiGround was broken at a site near the confluBuilding, the first structure to be opened on a
cism on most any subject. However, in reference to the Main Street
ence of the Potomac and Anacostia rivers in
site that looks more like a badly neglected col1852. The first patients were admitted to the
Murray project which is underway downtown, I must break with my usual
lege campus than a medical facility.
Central Building three years later.
course.
Designed by Thomas U. Walter, architect of
By the time of the Civil War the government
1 would very much like to praise all of the people who have been
the Capitol dome and wings, the 1855 Center
involved in this project! Special praise goes to those volunteers who have
Building is a four-story fortress of red brick with asylum for the insane was such a fixture in the
been working behind the scenes to improve our downtown area! More to
the point. I would like to praise their efforts! These are people who are
interested in improvement and progress for our downtown area. My, how
such efforts have been sorely needed!
I believe if we would all be patient and withhold our criticism until the
project is completed, we will indeed have something to be proud of! I real- By CALVIN WOODWARD
"One of the issues the president's
Service that guards officials to the
ize it has been a difficult period during the upheaval of construction.
Customs and Immigration and proposal raises is that if you create
Associated Press Writer
However, I don't believe there could have been any other way to bring
WASHINGTON (AP)— What if Naturalization Service agents scat- another intelligence agency, does
that make connecting the dots even
about such improvements. Just like remodeling a home,"remodeling"
there had been a Department of tered at borders.
The FBI and CIA — the largest more difficult?"
downtown Murray requires a period of tearing up the old in order to install Homeland Security before Sept. II'?
The department is to have an
players and prime targets of critiTwo scenarios:
the new.
Somewhere in the department's cism for missing pre-Sept. II sig- intelligence analysis unit, examining
Haven't we all been through it?!! And hasn't it always been worth it?!!
vast bureaucracy of more than nals — would be left largely intact, pertinent information collected from
To my follow citizens, please, please withhold your judgment and criti150,000 employees, people have but expected to give the department outside intelligence agencies and
cism until the project is completed. Keep in mind the upheaval, chaos and
of the emerging puzzle. But the full weight of their gathered internal services like immigration,
pieces
inconvenience that we are experiencing as we go downtown is a TEMPOinfrastructure security and nuclear
FBI and CIA have not passed on intelligence.
the
RARY situation. When this project is completed, I'm certain the inconven- everything they know. And the
cot4u Rant plant protection.
Management
ience will have been well worth it.
James Lewis of the private
department is so sprawling, its func- Christina Williams. a specialist in
for
Strategic
and
I have no personal interest in this project. I am not a member of any of
tions so disparate, no one puts it all corporate mergers who also has Center
worked with the government, shud- International Studies said an analytthe project committees and I don't own a business downtown. I am, howtogether.
ical group dealing solely with homeders at the complexity of it all.
ever, very interested in the future prospect of strolling through a lovely
Sept. 11 happens.
Her special concerns are that the land security is bound to help.
Or, the same clues float about —
downtown area on a warm summer evening and enjoying the sights as I
"Ideally, this agency will prevent
incoming intelligence about al- CIA and FBI. with their distinct culmosey along.
See you downtown! Qaida preparations abroad, flight- tures and deep roots, would be future Sept. I Iths." he said. "Would
to mesh with the newest they have picked up on this one?
Judy Taylor school oddities at home, foreigners expected
Maybe."
initials in town. DHS.
arriving.
pasts
questionable
with
Murray, Ky.
Lewis noted that aviation securi"They need to identify where
The department's intelligence analysts, few in number but dedicated there is overlap, where duplication ty and immigration will be wrapped
solely to watching for these things, of effort might occur," Williams into the department. "That might
spot the pattern and everyone goes said. "Otherwise. it's a fairly chaotic have been the places we were weakMIMI)
proposition they have on the table est and the terrorists were able to
into action.
exploit."
right now."
Sept. 11 is headed off.
Even so, persuading the FBI and
So far it looks to her like confuThe answer will never be known
to be forthcoming won't be
CIA
conglomer"a
it,
put
she
as
or.
sion
of
and, so far, the exact shape
President Bush's proposed anti-ter- -ation of a bunch of sub-units that -easy, Lewis said. "The culture of the
ERIC WALKER rorism superstructure isn't laid out. aren't used to working together at agencies is to see information as
ALICE ROUSE
power" and they won't yield it readeither. But great hopes are vested in all
Managing Editor
Publisher
ily.
CIA
a
as
who
Smith,
H.
Jeffrey
a
the bureaucratic renovation as
During the Clinton administraWALTER L. APPERSON
means to avoid being caught off- general counsel in the 1990s who
Gregory Treverton was No. 2 at
agency's
tion,
the
improve
to
worked
guard again.
Publisher Emeritus
The plan calls for the new depart- cooperation with the FBI, said noth- the National Intelligence CoUncil,
ment to absorb a host of agencies ing in the plan appears to compel the part of the umbrella organization
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
and services dealing in some fashion two organizations to pass on vital that already ensures some degree of
coordination among the 13 governPUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER,INC.
with security, from the Secret information.

Our Readers Write

Holding promise and peril
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ment agencies and services that collect intelligence.
He is largely encouraged by
Bush's plan.
"The idea of putting together in a
certain place a kind of connect-thedots assessment organization, I
think in principle is a good idea," he
said. "We might not get it right the
first round."
Even if the functions overlap to
some extent with the traditional
agencies. Treverton said, "a second
set of eyes is no bad thing."
To some, the plan appeared overreaching, or rushed.
Even with Congress early in its
review of what went wrong Sept. 11,
and with the CIA and FBI pursuing
reforms of their own,"the president
has already decided what the fix is,"
said Smith, the former CIA counsel.
John Cohen, a former Navy intelligence officer and White House
adviser on law enforcement, said the
Justice Department's 20-year-old
task force on organized crime and
drugs effectively draws together
many agencies and would have been
- a-good model.
'
The Bush plan will help sort out
information sharing among agencies, he said.
"But if we don't do more to
change the culture that exists within
the criminal justice and intelligence
communities, then even these
reforms will have minimal impact,"
Cohen said.
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The Lulu Young Award is go.en
annually to the Murray High School
Tri-Alpha junior member who best
exemplifies Christian values. This
year, the award was given to Sarah
Catherine Simmons. daughter of
Jim and Merdina Simmons of
Murray.
Simmons has been involved in
many activities at MHS and in the
community. She has served as the
president of her class for four years,
the Spanish Club for three years.
Pep Club for three years and was a
P.S.1. Teen Leader this year.
She has also been a big part of
her youth group at Memorial
Baptist Church since 7th-grade,
where her father serves as pastor.
She has also danced for 14 years.
Tri-Alpha is a service club for
girls at MHS. Members complete
service hours and participate in
group projects that benefit the corn-

PrimeLife plans
summer outing
As summer approaches, Murray-Calloway County Hospital's
PrimeLife is planning exciting summer jaunts for all members and
friends.
The first summer trip will be to the Adsmore Museum in Princeton
on Friday, June 28. During this trip, PrimeLife members will witness
the remake of the 1907 June wedding of Selina Smith and Dr. John
Osborne, as well as the Victorian-style home decorated in that time
period. After the one-hour tour, the group will travel to Grand Rivers
to eat a late lunch at Patti's 1880's Settlement.
The group will leave Murray at 10 a.m. from the rear parking lot of
the Center for Health and Wellness and return to Murray about 3:30
p.m. The total cost for the tour, dining and travel is $35 per person.
Ten members and friends are required for the trip. For reservations
or more information, call Ethylene Loberger at 762-1590.

New Concord class reunion planned
There will be a New Concord School Reunion on Saturday, August 24.
at Murray State University's Curris Center beginning at 4:30 p.m. All former graduates. students, teachers or spouses of students are invited to
attend. Those who have not received a letter and would like to attend should
send $12 to Mrs. Peggy Mitchell, P.(5. Box 205, New Concord, 42076, or
for information, call 436-2487.

CCMS SBDM to meet
Calloway County Middle School's School Based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday. June 12, at 4 p.m. in the school's media center. All interested persons are invited to attend.

CASA meeting planned
There will be a CASA Advisory Board meeting on Wednesday, June 12,
at 11:30 a.m. at the Dutch Essenhouse Restaurant on Highway 121 North.

Report cards available at MHS
All Murray High School students may pick up their report cards on
Thursday. June 13, and Friday. June 14, between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. in the
school's front office.

Mother to Mother to meet
Mother to Mother, a play group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Thursday, June 13, from 10:30 a.m. to noon in the annex of the Calloway
County Public Library. Look for the group in the park behind the library if
the weather is nice. There are refreshments and door prizes at every meeting. For more information, call Allison at 753-0975, Michele at 437-3110 or
Kim at 759-4746.

Center to host skin cancer screenings
Board Certified Dermatologist, J. David Outland, M.D., will be hosting
free skin cancer screenings at the Medical Arts Center in Benton on Friday,
June 14, from 8 a.m. to noon. Free samples and educational handouts will
be available. For more information or to schedule an appointment, contact
Murray-Calloway County. Hospital's Health Promotions Coordinator,
Allison Lancaster, at 762-1832.

California Connection plans June event
The California Connection, a group of Murray area residents with connections to California, will host an evening get-together on Saturday, June
15, from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Anyone interested may call Mary Thomsen
at 436-5022

Martin's Chapel plans Wee Frog meeting
Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church will have its next Wee FROG
meeting on Saturday, June 15, at 2 p.m. During the meeting, children will
create a craft for dad, learn a song, have a snack and have fun. For more
information, contact Brother Michael Blake at 753-5809 or Julie Robertson
at 753-6319.

Cunningham reunion planned
The 11th Cunningham Family Reunion is set for Saturday. June IS, at 10
a.m. in the Trigg County High School cafeteria in Cadiz. Thefe will be
Bluegrass music and visiting and a potluck dinner with door prizes to be
given away. For questions, call Linda Rhudy, president of the association,
at 522-1313.

County portfolios available
Any 2002 Calloway County High School graduate who would like to
have their 7th-grade writing portfolio may stop by Calloway County Middle
School between 8:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. before Saturday, June 15, to pick
it up. For further questions, call CCMS at 762-7355.

Center plans dance classes
Elsie Thurman of Thurman's Dance Studio, will be teaching six session
Ballroom Dance Classes beginning Tuesday, June 18, at 8:15 p.m. in the
Center for Health and Wellness's gym/multipurpose area. The other sessions will be held June 25 and July 9,23 and 30 at 8:15 p.m. The cost is $20
per person for members and $25 per person for non-members. For more
information on the Summer Social Ballroom Dance Classes or other programs and events, call 762-1FIT.

www.murrayledger.com your news source

Congratulations
Billie Wilson
Million Dollar
Producer 2002

Spann and Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Spann of Lynnville announce the forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Angelia Carol Spann to Scott Gordon, son of Ms.
Joyce B. Gordon and the late Steve Gordon of Murray.
Miss Spann is the granddaughter of Mrs. Wanda Sue Routen and the late
J.W. Routen of Lynnville, Harlan and Mary Spann and the late Juanita
Spann, all of Murray.
A 1994 graduate of Graves County High School. she attended Murray
State University and is currently employed by Dermatology of Murray.
Mr. Gordon is the grandson of Mrs. Ola Mae Brandon and the late
Eldridge Brandon of Hazel, and the late Roy and Pearline Gordon of
Murray.
A 1990 graduate of Murray High School, he is a 1994 and 1996 graduate of the University of Kentucky with degrees in English. He is currently
employed as assistant director of school relations at Murray State
University.
The couple will exchange wedding vows on Saturday, July 6, at 7 p.m. at
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend.

Births

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 Main St.

753-1222

The United States Achievement
Academy has announced that Evan
Collier Pierce from Benton has .
been named a United States
National Award Winner in English.
This award is a prestigious
honor very few students can ever
hope to attain. In fact, the academy
recognizes fewer than 10 percent of
all American high school students.
Pierce, who attends Calloway
County Middle School, was nominated for the national award by
Jeanetta McCallon, a teacher at the
school. Pierce will appear in the
United
States
Achievement
Academy Official Yearbook, which
is published nationally.
The academy selects USAA
winners upon the exclusive recommendation of teachers, coaches,
counselors and other qualified
sponsors and upon the Standards of
Selection set forth by the academy.
The criteria for selection are a student's academic performance.
interest and aptitude, leadership
qualities, responsibility, enthusiasm, motivation to learn and
improve, citizenship, attitude and

munity. Any upcoming 9-12graders may join the club in the fall.

Blake Austin Seavers
Tony and Christy Seavers of Murray are the parents of a son, Blake
Austin Seavers. born June 1. 2002, at 10:54 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds, six ounces and measured 20 inches.
The mother is the former Christy Donelson.
Grandparents are Linda and Bob Weiss. Debbie and Tony Collie. Dickie
and Tammy Seavers of Murray and Blaine and Phyllis Donelson of
Nashville, Tenn.
Great-grandparents are Wanda Scott and the late Elvin Scott, Louise
Donelson and the late Buell Donelson and Ann and Richard Douglas Of
Murray and the late Joe Ed Seavers and Mr. and Mrs. Timmy Chatelaine of
New Orleans, La.

cooperative spirit, dependability
and recommendation from a
teacher or director.
Pierce is the son of Roger and
Vicki Pierce of Benton. His grandparents are Frank and Clara Pierce,
Hardin. and Jess and Doris
Weatherford, Almo.

Randy Hutchens, Calloway
County Attorney, presented the
program at a recent meeting of
the Murray Kiwanis Club. His
talk focused on the "Good
Samaritan Law" and in particular
its application to the use of
Automated
External
Defibrillators (AED). Hutchens
noted that the Kentucky General
Assembly had passed a law in
2000 that addressed AEDs. The
law provides immunity from civil
liability for non-paid persons
using them in good faith.

Brianna Dawn Copeland
Lamont Brett Copeland II and Dawna Brianne Lewis Copeland of
Murray are the parients of a daughter, Brianna Dawn Copeland, born May
31, 202, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds, 11 ounces and measured 19 1/2 inches.
The mother is the former Dawna Lewis. The baby has one brother,
Joseph Brooks Copeland.
Grandparents are Brooks and Rosemary Copeland, Dolan Springs, Ariz.:
Debi Sawyers, Hardin; Bobby and Lanette Washer, Puryear; and the late
David Lewis.
Great-grandparents are Mary Sawyers and the late Thomas Sawyers,
Benton; Jim and Phyllis Lewis. Murray; Virginia Walls. Calif.; Fred
Williams. Calif.; and Polly Washer, Murray.
Great-great-grandparents are Doyle and Mary Bearden, Calif.; and
Lucille Martin. Calif.

Pierce

Hutchens presents
program to
Kiwanis Club

Caden Mychael Phillips

Johnny and Dana Phillips of Murray are the parents of a son, Caden
Mychael Phillips, born June 4, 2002, at 9:45 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 10 pounds, nine ounces and measured 23 inches.
The mother is the former Dana Riddle. The baby has one sister, Shayla,
and one brother, Dylan.
Grandparents are Tommy and Jean Phillips, Murray. and Ed and Denise
Riddle, Murray.

Hutchens
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k
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$1.99
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Swimsuit Weather Is Here

OEM

Let Curves help you look your best!

JOHN W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Eye Physician and Surgeon
Ophthalmologist

Ciood thru 6/29/02

Specializing In:
Our Exclusive Quickfit Circuit...

*No Stitch Cataract Surgery
*Laser For Diabetic Retinopathy and Glaucoma
*Ocular Plastic Surgery
*Botox Injections For Facial Wrinkles
Mon., Thurs. & Fri. 8-12 p.m.
By Appointment

270-753-6272 or 1-800-272-9477
From the management & staffof..

Simmons

Benton youth named winner

March of Dimes meeting set
March ot Dimes will be holding a Calloway County Walk America meeting today. June 11, at 5 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center
for Health and Wellness.. All interested persons are welcome to attend. For
more information, call Kimberly Davis at(800) 365-8603.

Simmons wins award

Only takes 30 minutes!'
Burns body fat be Tones muscle

Cunio
FOR WOMEN

•

270-759-3400
1608 Hwy. 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071

Located across from Roy Stewart Stadium

270-252-3399

(next to Office Depot)
New Patients Welcome

7ho Mayfield Hwy. Suite 5
Benton, 101 42025
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Lakers not satisfied
with three trophies
Since beating Sacramento, the
sour grapes." Lakers forward Rick
Fox said. "I guess it's difficult to Lakers • have grown weary of
be a good loser, All this talk, it remarks from the Kings and coach
only lights a fire under Shay and Rick Adelman that contend O'Neal
Kobe to work harder this summer received favorable treatment from
and come back and have an even the officials and imply the King's
better year next year and win a are really the better team.
title."
fourth
It's motivated the Lakers to end
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
First they have to win a third this series with New Jersey and
(AP) — The Los Angeles Lakers
have all but dismissed the New title, and they can do that with a , start readying for next year.
"We're just looking forward to
Jersey Nets and the rest of these victory in Game 4 on Wednesday
NBA Finals. In their eyes, a third night. The Lakers. up 3-0 in the finishing the job here and then
straight title is simply a formali- best-of-seven series, are in posi- addressing all the comments next
tion for their first Finals sweep.
year," Fox said. "We understand
ty at this point.
"There is not very far to go in the jealousy, but it's starting to upset
Irritated by the perception that
Shaquille O'Neal and Kobe Bryant this season." Fox said. "Just to us."
Not helping matters was New
could lead any team to a cham- the podium to accept our trophy.
pionship and tired of the gripes But we already see one more on Jersey coach Byron Scott's assei
tion that O'Neal could take the
lingering from their win over the the board."
The
only
looming
thing
for
Memphis Grizzlies to the NB
Los
Sacramento Kings, the Lakers have
moved on and set their sights on Angeles is another round with the Finals.
Of course, Scott meant it as a
another goal — four consecutive Kings, who took the Lakers to
overtime of the seventh and decid- compliment and even went so far
NBA titles.
"Most of our criticism comes ing game in the Western Confer- to say the only way to stop O'Neal
was to clone him.
from jealousy at our success and ence finals.

L.A. already
looking toward
four in a row

JEFF HAYNES AP

CLEAN SWEEP?...Shaquille O'Neal, shown blocking a New Jersey shot during Game 3 of
the NBA Finals, wants the Lakers to close out the Nets in four games.

Series
rematches
provide
drama

2002 World Cup

Defending champ
France scoreless

By The Associated Press
The World Series sequels were
nearly as thrilling as their October originals.
Shane Spencer hit a two-out
grand slam in the eighth inning
— no, not off Byung-Hyun Kim
— and the New York Yankees
rallied past the Arizona Diamondbacks. 7-5 Monday night in
a rematch of last year's Fall Classic.
"Not quite as dramatic as the
World Series. The atmosphere was
a little different," Spencer said.
Cristian Guzman doubled in the
winning run in the 15th inning at
the Metrodome, giving the Minnesota Twins a 6-5 victory over
the Atlanta Braves in their first
meeting since a seven-game classic in October 1991.
There was one big difference
this time.
"We're not getting a ring after
this game," said Twins manager
Ron Gardenhire, the team's thirdbase coach 11 years ago.
In other interleague games. it
was: Boston 7, Colorado 3; Detroit
6, Montreal 4; Baltimore 8, San
Diego 6: Toronto 6, San Francisco 5: Philadelphia 3. Cleveland
1; Los Angeles 10, Tampa Bay
5; Florida 15, Kansas City 8 in
14 innings; Texas 8, Cincinnati 2;
the New York Mets 3, the Chicago White Sox 1; Anaheim 4, Pittsburgh 3; Seattle 10, St. Louis 0;
and Oakland 8, Milwaukee 6.
Houston beat Chicago 4-2 in
the only NL game.
Yankees rookie Marcus Thames
homered on the first major league
pitch he saw — from Randy Johnson, no less — and Spencer connected on a full-count delivery from
Bret Prinz.
Last year, New York won Games
4 and 5 of the World Series with
a series of dramatic homers off
Kim.
Mike Stanton (3-0) got the s lctory, snapping Arizona's four-game
winning streak.
The Yankees also placed AllStar closer Mariano Rivera on the
15-day disabled list
Johnson (9-2) struck out eight,
moving past Hall of Famer Gaylord Perry for seventh on the
career list with 3,535.
In the '91 Series, Gene Larkin
drove in the winning run for Minnesota in the 10th inning of Game
7. Since then, Atlanta has won
nine division titles and played in
four more World Series while the
Twins had a streak of eight straight
losing seasons. But both teams
are in first place this year.
Minnesota scored five runs off
Greg •Maddux in the first inning
Monday night before Chipper Jones
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) — Dominik Hasek
tied it with a two-run homer in
was the man without a Stanley Cup. Brett
the sixth.
Hull was the man without a team.
The Twins rallied in the 15th
Together, they landed in Detroit — one
against Kerry Ligtenberg (0-3), who
essentially
by choice, the other by chance.
gone
had
11 consecutive appearNow the Detroit Red Wings are within one
ances without allowing an earned
victory of winning the only prize that would
run.

YOKOHAMA, Japan (AP) —
No goals, no glory. No more World
Cup for France.
The defending champions needed to beat Denmark by two goals
Tuesday to reach the World Cup's
second round. Instead, the Danes
won 2-0 in Incheon, South Korea,
and Les Bleus became the first
champions to go scoreless through
a first round. They're also the first
defending titlist to exit after the
opening round since Brazil in 1966.
"It's the end of a beautiful
story," French striker David
Trezeguet said. "That's the law of
soccer, you have to accept it.
-We had lots of ambition and
we wanted to do a lot better. It's
a real pity."
While the Danes won Group
A. tournament newcomer Senegal
rode three first-half goals into the
next round. The Africans took a
3-0 lead and barely held on for
a 3-3 tie against Uruguay in Suwon,
South Korea.
Denmark plays Saturday in
Niigata, Japan against either England, Sweden or Argentina. Senegal plays Sunday in Oita, Japan
against one of those teams.
"I believe a small team can be
big," said Senegal's El Hadji Diouf.
"Today is a historic day for African
countries."
Those two joined four-time winner Brazil and Spain in the round

of 16.
Later Tuesday, three-time champion Germany played Cameroon
and Ireland faced Saudi Arabia in
Group E. Only the Saudis had no
chance to advance.
With 1998 World Cup hero
Zinedine Zidane on the sideline
with a thigh injury. France opened
with a stunning 1-0 loss to Senegal and then tied Uruguay 0-0.
Zidane returned for the Denmark
game, but nothing helped the
French, who saw two shots rebound
off the crossbar.
At the end, Zidane walked off
the field with his head hanging
down, followed by the rest of the
French team.
. "I didn't expect to go back
home like that after the first round,"
Zidane said. "We're all very, very
disappointed, but we won't stop
here. We will have to turn the
page, turn over a new leaf."
Thousands of traveling Les Bleus
fans fell silent, while Danish fans
in the opposite corner of the stadium beat on drums and sang
"Ole, Ole, Ole."
Back in Paris, some reactions
to the French loss were strong.
"I'm disgusted. They are the
defending champions, and for four
years they bragged and did nothing," said architect Alain Goust,
32, as he held a French flag —
which he wasn't waving.

Camp
Racer
Several area youth basketball players have converged on Murray this week
for
the
2002
Racer
Basketball Camp, being
held at the Regional Special
Events Center. (Clockwise.
from top) A defender gets in
front of a ball handler during a pickup game on the
main floor: MSU assistant
coach
Anthony
Boone
directs campers to their
stations during a break in
the action; a Marshall
County youth dribbles up
the floor on a fastbreak during game action.
-Photos By
SCOTT NANNEY

BETH A

KEIZER AP Photo

ON TO THE GOAL...The USA's Clint Mathis (left) beats
South Korea's Yoo Sang Chul during the South Korea versus USA, Group D, 2002 World Cup soccer match at the
Daegu World Cup Stadium in Daegu, South Korea. The
game ended in a 1-1 draw.

Red Wings one win away from Stanley Cup
truly satisfy one of hockey's greatest talent collections.
The Red Wings blended Hasek's remarkably versatile play, two more goals from
the ageless Hull and Igor Larionov and a
dominating defensive effort to beat Carolina 3-0 Monday night in the Stanley Cup

Given a boost by their three-overtime
victory Saturday that potentially was the
turning point of the finals, the Red Wings
responded with their best game of the series
to take' a 3 1 lead into Game 5 Thursday.
Now, the Stanley Cup is so close they

can touch it, unless they begin to prematurely celebrate a victory over a team that's
convinced it's not done.
"Really. you can't lose your edge now,"
Red Wings captain Steve Yzerman said.
"We've been in this situation before. and
it really is a tough game."

Moyer, M's
stop Cards

ONE AND DONE...Don Davis of Paducah (left) received
a trophy and a $100 prize after he hit a hole-in-one during the Senior Day men's tournament May 31 at Sullivan's Par-3 Golf Course. Davis is pictured with playing
partners (from right) Charlie Sumner, Norbert Mueller and
John Shell.

SEATTLE(AP) — Jamie Moyer
just keeps getting better, even as
he grows older.
Moyer pitched his first shutout
in nearly four years and the Seattle Mariners' offense broke out
with 14 hits in a 10-0 victory
over the St. Louis Cardinals on
Monday night.
Asked if he was close to last
season, when he became the oldest pitcher in major league history to win 20 games for the first
time, he replied, "Not quite, not
quite, but I feel I'm working in
that direction."
lchiro Suzuki tripled, doubled
and singled, Charles Gipson hit a
two-run triple and Mike Cameron
doubled twice in Seattle's first interleague game against the Cardinals.
Moyer (6-2) won his third decision in a row. He gave up five
hits, didn't walk a batter and struck

Calvert City wins
Perry tournament
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DRAFFENV1LLE, Ky. — The
Calvert City Post 236 American
Legion baseball team captured the
championship of the Richard Perry
Tournament Sunday, defeating the
River Region Post 3 Mudcats 64.
Calloway County standout Dean
Futrell joined Hunter Moss in providing run-scoring singles in the
eighth inning as Calvert City broke
open a 4-4 tie to improve to 4-2
on the year.
Futrell went the distance to earn
the pitching win, allowing eight
hits and a pair of runs in both
the second and third innings to
hand River Region (8-1) its first
loss of the summer.
Post 236 outhit the Mudcats 98 and played mistake-free defense,

while River Region was charged
with three errors.
The triumph in the tourney final
avenged Calvert City's 10-9 loss
to the Mudcats Saturday as Post
3 plated nine runs in the bottom
of the seventh for the come-frombehind victory.
Futrell's two-run home run in
the fourth highlighted a 3-for-5,
three-RBI day at the plate and put
Post 236 ahead 7-1.
Murray High's Dylan Volp added
a pair of doubles with an RBI in
three at-bats as Calvert City built
a 9-1 edge, with Murray's Austin
Swain coming on in relief of Moss
to blank River Region in the sixth.
But five hits and six walks
keyed the rally for the Mudcats,
who were outhit 13-8 and committed four errors to Calvert City's
two.

Jazz center trying to
be brother, not hero

The operation comes two months
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Utah Jazz center Greg Ostertag after Ostertag played well in Utah's
doesn't want anyone to see him first-round playoff loss to Sacraas a hero, though later this month mento.
he will give one of his kidneys
to his ailing diabetic sister.
"I'm just trying to be a brother," he said Monday.
Ostertag's sister, 26-year-old
Amy Hall, has had Type I diabetes since she was 7 and began
314 Main Street — Downtown Murra
having kidney problems in 1999.
75.3-0703
Her kidneys failed in March, but
tests showed Ostertag was a perIndividual and Small Business Clients
fect match as a donor.
"I was 6-for-6 on the matches.
Personalized and Confidential Service
We're basically twins, except she's
2 1/2 years younger than me,"
Retirement and Wealth Building
Ostertag said during a news conIRA's,
401k's, Rollovers, Annuities,
ference at the Delta Center.
SEP's,
Profit Sharing Plans
The operation is scheduled June
University
Medical
27 at Baylor
Center in Dallas, where Hall lives.
Investments
The 29-year-old Ostertag played
Mutual Funds, Tax Free Funds, 529 College Fund,
high school basketball in the DalGraduate School, Medical School
las area before going to Kansas.
"He has never thought twice
Ben T. Hogancamp,Investment Company Principle
about it, never looked back, never
Services Offered Through: William E. Hopkins & Assoc.
this
said, 'I shouldn't be doing
because it could mess up my
Member of NA5D7SIPC
career," Hall told The Dallas Morning News this month.

Peoples Estate And Investment Services

1

out five for his seventh career
shutout and first since Sept. 17,
1998, an 8-0 win at Oakland.
The veteran left-hander was 05 when he pitched for the Cardinals in 1995. He improved his
career record to 3-1 against St.
Louis in his first game against
the Cardinals since 1988.
Moyer, 39, went eight shutout
innings in a win over Oakland in
his last start, giving him a scoreless streak of 17 innings that has
lowered his ERA to 3.52.
In his last five starts, Moyer
has a 1.13 ERA and has walked
only three batters in 39 2-3 innings.
Moyer was 20-6 last season.
After the All-Star game in Seattle, he went 11-2 with a 2.22
ERA. He went 3-0 in the postseason, including Seattle's lone
victory in the AL championship
series against the New York Yankees.

Cardinals place
Edmonds on DL
SEATTLE(AP)— The St. Louis
Cardinals placed centerfielder Jim
Edmonds on the I5-day disabled
list Monday because of a sprained
right wrist.
The Cardinals called up So
Taguchi from Triple-A Memphis
of to take Edmonds' place on the
25-man roster.
Taguchi, who was Ichiro Suzuki's teammate with the Orix Blue
Wave in Japan for nine seasons,
was in the starting lineup for the
opener of a three-game interleague
series with the Seattle Mariners.
The move was retroactive to
June 1. Edmonds is eligible to
come off the disabled list on Sunday.
Edmonds was injured sliding
into home against Pittsburgh May
31.
"He's making a lot of progress,"
St. Louis manager Tony La Russa
said. "But still he's not ready to
play yet and we don't want to
play short any longer. ... If he's
not ready by Sunday. I think he'll
be ready for the Tuesday after
that," La Russa said.
It's the first time Edmonds, 31,
has been on the disabled list since
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LAMM
East Olvlekm
W
I. Pet QS
Atlanta
37
27 .578
—
41/2
Florida
31 .508
32
41/2
New York
31 .508
32
51/2
Montreal
32 492
31
81/2
Philadelphia
34 443
27
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Cincinnati
27 565
35
—
1
St Louis
34
28 548
51(2
Pittsburgh
30
33 476
Houston
27
8
35 435
37 403 10
Chicago
25
41
Milwaukee
22
349 13 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
24 619
Arizona
39
Los Angeles
1
25 603
38
San Francisco
27 .565
3 1/2
35
Colorado
31
33 .484
8 1/2
San Diego
37 .422 12 1/2
27
Monday's Games
Boston 7, Colorado 3
Detroit 6, Montreal 4
Baltimore 8, San Diego 6
Toronto 6, San Francisco 5
N Y. Yankees 7, Arizona 5
Philadelphia 3, Cleveland 1
Les- Angeles 10, Tampa Bay 5
Minnesota 6, Atlanta 5, 15 innings
Houston 4. Chicago Cubs 2
Florida 15, Kansas City 8, 14 innings
Texas 8. Cincinnati 2
N Y. Mets 3, Chicago White Sox 1
Anaheim 4, Pittsburgh 3
Seattle 10, St. Louis 0
Oakland 8, Milwaukee 6

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L,Pct, GB
41
Boston
20 672
—
New York
41
23 641
1 1/2
Baltimore
29
32 475 12
Toronto
27
34 443 14
Tampa Bay
20
42 323 21 1/2
Central Division
W
I Pct. GB
37
Minnesota
27 578
—
Chicago
31
33 484
6
Cleveland
30
33 476
6 1/2
Kansas City
24
37 393 11 1/2
Detroit
22
40 355 14

Seattle
Anaheim
Oakland
Texas

West Division
W
L
39
24
24
37
33
30
25
37

Pet
619
607
524
403

Today's Games
Colorado at Boston, 6.05 p.m
Montreal at Detroit. 605 p.m.
San Francisco at Toronto, 6:05 p.m
San Diego at Baltimore. 6:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at Cleveland. 6:05 p.m.
Arizona at N 'V Yankees, 6:05 p.m.
Los Angeles at Tampa Bay, 6:15 p.m.
Atlanta at Minnesota, 7:05 p.m.
Florida at Kansas City, 7:05 p.m.
Cincinnati at Texas, 705 p.m.
N Y Mets at Chicago White Sox, 7:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Anaheim, 0:05 p.m.
Milwaukee at Oakland. 9:05 p.m.
St Louis at Seattle, 9:05 p.m.

COLLEGE WORLD SERIES
At Rosenblatt Stadium
Omaha, Neb.
All Times CDT
Double Elimination

Edmonds
joining the Cardinals in a trade
with Anaheim before the 2000
season.
Going into Monday night's
gailies, Edmonds was second in
the National League with a .341
batting average, with 12 home
runs and 36 RBIs in 51 games.

Friday
Game 1 — Georgia Tech (51-14) vs. South
Carolina (53-16). 1 p.m
Game 2 — Nebraska (47-19) vs Clemson
(52-15), 6 pm
Saturday
Game 3 — Notre Dame (49-16) vs Stanford (45-16), 12 30 pm
Game 4 — Texas (53-15) vs Rice (52-12
6 pm
June 16
Game 5 — Game 1 loser vs Game 2
loser, noon
Game 6 — Game 1 winner vs Game 2
winner, 4 30 pm
June 17
Game 7 — Game 3 loser vs Game 4
loser, 2 30 p m

Game 8 — Game 3 winner vs Game 4
winner, 7 p.m.
June 111
Game 9 — Game 5 winner vs. Game 6
loser, 1 p.m
Game 10 — Game 7 winner vs. Game 8
loser, 6 p.m.
June 19
Game 11 — Game 6 winner vs Game 9
winner, 6 p.m
June 20
Game 12 — Game 8 winner vs Game 10
winner, 6 p.m.
June 21
Game 13 — Game 6 winner vs Game 11
winner OR Game 8 winner vs Game 12
winner, 1 p.m., if necessary
Game 14 — Game 8 winner vs Game 12
winner, 7 p.m., it necessary
Championship
June 22
Game 15 — Pairings TBA, 1230 p m

KEEP SCORE WITH THE
MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Glendale Road
Church of Christ
Invites You To

Vacation bible School
June 10-14
9:30 - 11:30 A.M.
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(270) 759-0901
1-877-455-0901 Toll Free
1801 Bell Avenue
Paris, TN 38242
(731)642-4077
1-877-726-4077 Toll Free
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Journey back in time 2000 years.
See how the apostles lived and taught.
Classes for children up to 5th grade
as well as an adult class.

• America's Top 50 programming
package starts at $27 99/mo
for a 1 -receiver Plan
• Free Standard Professional Installation
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If you need a ride, call 753-3714
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TennesseeToday
Departments testify on
effects of proposed
no-new-taxes budget
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The state Department of Revenue
would cut spending by more than $5
million if the Legislature passed a
budget with no new taxes, but an
official estimated the total loss at
more than $24 million.
"We are hurting the state more
by making these reductions,"
Commissioner Ruth Johnson told
members of the House Finance
Committee on Monday. "We will
lose more money than we're actually cutting."
The Department of Revenue collects most of the taxes and fees
imposed by the state, such as sales
taxes, and distributes them to various state departments and local governments. The department also uses
auditors to encourage retailers and
others to follow the state's voluntary compliance of revenues laws.
Johnson said under a no-tax
budget her department would lose
76 full-time and seven part-time
positions for a $1.7 million budget
reduction. Those positions include
36 auditors whose assessments
bring in at least $13.5 million annu-

Its last. It's easy. And a prime rate makes it smart credit. Home improvements

almost any expense that comes up And its a smart 1Sd$ to pas for things. too - with
a

low interest rate, the potential for

tan-deductible interest. and no closing coqs

Credit card or c hec k access prot ides additional
convenience To apply see sour local Union Planters Bank

•M pinm01.endli,•01.

11.10.111/
LEMER

A stmt.. Amm m ere raM tomer
15
sewn. me...0S:0 t,
IA %now,onorrnt p.elnek tin pge. kney,

got NI.
5.
• nv

4.7,APR
Prime all the time:
No closing costs.

AUNION
P1ANTERS
BANK

Annu.4.

www.murrayledger.com
your internet source for local news
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John Deere

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — The
city where Lennox Lewis beat Mike
Tyson for the heavyweight boxing
title Saturday night is now hosting a
more sedate competition: bridge.
The nation's top bridge players
are competing this week for a spot
on what amounts to the Olympics
team of bridge. Twenty-one teams
are bringing their best plays to the

ROSE HILL, Kan.(AP) — More than a year after were taken," she said. "Please know that God was good
she and her husband were captured by Philippine to us very single day of our captivity. Martin was a
extremists, missionary Gracia Burnham returned to source of strength to all the hostages. He was a good
Kansas City on Monday and was reunited with her three man and he died well."
children.
The three children have been living in Rose Hill,
"It's good to be home. Keep praying for me and my Kan., at the home of Martin Burnham's parents, Paul
kids as we begin to rebuild our lives," said Burnham, and Oreta Burnham.
43, who was rescued Friday- when Philippine soldiers
Late Monday, after a three-hour trip by chartered
ambushed her kidnappers, members of the extremist bus, the family arrived in Rose Hill, a small town 15
Abu Say yaf group.
miles from Wichita. Hundreds lined the main street in
Her husband, Martin, and a Filipino hostage were welcome, clapping and singing "God Bless America."
killed during the two-hour shootout. Burnham was shot
Yellow ribbons were tied to trees and American flags
in her right leg.
lined the drive to the house. Well-wishers carried signs,
Sitting in a wheelchair with her wounded leg that said "We didn't forget" and "Martin and Gracia —
propped up on a pillow, Burnham was greeted Monday heroes of faith."
first by her youngest child, 11-year-old Zach, who
Burnham waved to the crowd before going inside.
hugged her. She then hugged her other children, 15"Today is a day to rejoice with Gracia," sister-in-law
year-old Jeff and 12-year-old Mindy, along with other Teresa Burnham said before the rest of the family
relatives.
arrived, "We will deal with the loss of Martin, but not
Burnham later talked briefly to reporters, saying she today."
supports U.S. efforts to assist the Philippinesinlighting
The body of Martin Burnham, who was 42, had been
terrorists.
flown to a U.S. military base in Japan. A memorial serv'A very bad thing happened to Martin and I when we ice for him was scheduled for Friday in Wichita, Kan.
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Nation's top bridge
players competing in
Memphis

U.S. Bridge Federation Open Trials
hoping to represent the United
States in the world championship
games.
Competitors say playing can
become intense.
"It gets pretty tense in the competition," said Rose Meltzer of Los
Gatos, Calif., the only woman to
win an open bridge world championship. "I just try to stay focused
and make sure I keep my mind
thinking. You can't stop for one second, you can't be passive."
Paul Linxwiler, editor of The
Bridge Bulletin, the publication of
the U.S. federation, said some people don't consider bridge a sport
because players sit around all day.
But, he said,"Stamina is a big thing
when you are playing for five or six
days straight. It's a serious sport."
The trials began Sunday and will
continue until next Monday at the
East Memphis Hilton. They are the
qualifying competition for the 2003
Bermuda Bowl world championships.
"The competition is like the
Olympic trials for bridge,"
Linxwiler said.
Twenty-one teams began round
robin competition Monday with
seven being eliminated by day's
end.

Kansas missionary returns following
rescue from Philippines terrorists

A Home Equity
Line of Credit from
Union Planters.

Car repairs Unexpected tax bills A home equity line of credit is an ideal ihav to handle

ally.
Losing those auditors could have
subtle, but significant impact, she
said.
"If we do not have (enough)
auditors out there to check on taxpayers, we greatly reduce voluntary
compliance," Johnson said. "If they
feel like we're not checking they
may get a little lax in what they file
with the state."
Johnson said she would also
eliminate 15 positions in the Tax
Enforcement Division, which last
year collected $130 million in delinquent taxes. A no-tax budget would
reduce the department's budget by
$416,800, but officials estimate tax
collections would decrease by $10.7
million.

HUTSON AG
1X277 LAWN TRACTOR
• Durable V-Twin, air cooled 17-hp engine
with full -pressure lubrication with
replacable filter for improved reliability
and longer life
• Twin Touch Automatic Transmission Control
•Comes Standard with Cruise Control
• Available with 42, 48 or 54 inch
convertible mower deck

r

SST16 ZERO-TURNING
RADIUS LAWN TRACTOR
• Durable V-Twin, air cooled 15-hp engine With
full -pressure lubrication with replacable filter
for improved reliability and longer life
•Zero-turn radius helps you trim around
objects quicker
• Twin Touch® two-pedal automatic transmission
• Available with 42 or 48 inch
convertible mower deck

.g.
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If you've always wanted to own the very best of something(and realize some special offers in the bargain) now's the time.
John Deere quality lives in everything we build. From Lawn Tractors and Lawn & Garden Tractors to attachments. Don't

JOHN DEERE

put off that dream any longer. Capture it now, at your participating dealer, through June 21, 2002.
www.JohnDeere.com

NOTHING RUNS LIKE

A

DEERE

GREEN CARPET SERVICE AVAILABLE 24/7.
AFTER HOUR SERVICE CALL: 1-866-HUTSONAG
CLARKSY1111
1902 Wilma Rudolph Blvd
931 647-0029
800-6760029

MAYFIELD
1201 Fulton Rood
800 247 4457

MORGANFIELD
.118 Jim Veatch Road

1117 Hopkinsville Road

South US #60
800-633-1557

Highway #91 South
800-734-2011

PRINCETON

Monday-Friday
RUSSELLVILLE
250 Shelton lane
800 726 7172

7:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Saturday
7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

www.hutsonsag.com
'Otter ends Jun* 21

2002 Subsoct to credit approval on John Deere Credit Revolving Plan Non commercial use nnly Promotions payments are
valid for amounts fmanced of 50900cc iess and arr lyed at SJ39 for the Sri! 24 monMs only After 24 months the minimum
required monthly payment will be C•kulafed se 2 5% of tbe original trans
teM amount For accounts in good Stendmg.rio, 1ronlac1sOn .11 rec.r,a prmroltonel rate of Sr. APR until paid in full A 50 50 minimum monthly
finance charge Out apply aytelable at pamr.pating dealers
'CO.
,end. June 21. 2002 Subrect to Credit approv•l on John Oeere [rode Revolving Men Non commercial use only Promotional
payments are valid for ...noun!, financed 0195 900 oi iris, and are ised at $59 for the fiist 24 months only After 24 months the
I.2100Pfed monthly payment .11 be cakulatiod es 2 5% of the original Iran,.
trOn amount For accounts or good standing Mrs transactron roe receive a prornotoloal rate oil 9% AAA until paid in full A
SO 50 minimum monthly hnaercer charge 5.11 tQply Ay•ri•bl• et NAN-m.00g dealers
ends hoe 21, 2002 SAII•l
6,1 to credit approval on John Deere Credo Neeoiveva Pion Non commercial use only Promotional payments are veldt for amounts
financed of 54 900
less and are hued et $49 for the first 24 months only Alter 24 month, the minimum required monthly payment sill be cakulatrtd es
2 5% of the original trans•
11011 eeteeseel For ISCCOWS5 .n good standing this transaction will reserve a promotional rate of 99%
APO toll./ pool rn full A 90 50 MtneMuM MOMbly finance Owe.wat apply Availehie srt party -patine deelets

•—one.
115'
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Classifieds
Nturra. I edger & limes For Hotraas Art %crake

AD iuSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the test
nsenion of their ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & Tomes witi be responsible tor only one
incorrect insertion Any error should be reported immediately Sc) corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Wednesday
Mon. 3 p.m.
Thursday
Tues. 3 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 3 p.m.
Saturday.
Wed. 3 p.m.

All real estate athenr.ed herein is •ut,w,t to the Federal I ,
Housing Ai %shish make. it illegal to adserthe in preferr.
idnicauon
dis,nroducrei based or rase solor rcligron
handsag tamilial
nattorial
intention
jrrsukt1 parIcrerwes limitations c dosrinunahon
,1,41C
torhid dywrinirnat ion in the wile rental of
fedi eqtlie KI•ed 1 la..tiirs in addition to those pfAelled Under
Mil LIM
ingly assers an athenising tic real estate It
is in snlinnon i4 ihr as All persons He *miss informed tha,
dwellings adsertised are available 1.n an equal
,Isporiunits. Kist.
Vie sill 1101 law

F or lumber .1,s1.1.11ke MIth Fair Housing Adsenistng
reuuirement•
Coun,e1 Rene P Milam.
I.N,

0411...0.116.0

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Land For Rent or Lease
Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Wanted

*1111111111
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1)1S1'1.AV .I)$7.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40ri Discount 3rd Run.
,All i Ad, Ma.t itun Within 6 Day Period
$2.60 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
I .11\11.:
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each

Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$.4.tO extra for Sbopper(hes Classifieds go into Shopping Gude 11230 extra for biked box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

ro Place Your Ad the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001
Whitnell Av
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
020

020
Notice

51

L1J

RN needed for busy physician office Must have excellent organization skills
Be a self starter, and a real people person Reply to
PO Box 1040-A Murray.
KY 42071

6 miles northeast
of Murray on
Van Cleave Rd. •

753-8697
or
759-8858

ACUPUNCTURE
Relocated from Hawaii to
Paris. TN 14 year experience Chinese herbs. deposable needles, sound
wave, and ultrasound Dana Horvath 731-644-1780

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

APPYB
1

A
Happy 1 6T"
Birthday
Ryan Watson!
050
Lost and Found

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, well
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
2 experience collision Repair Technician Benefits
available Apply in person
Belt's Auto World 860 N
HC Mathis Dr. Paducah or
phone 270-443-6514
AVON Earn $8-15/hour full
or part time Call now 1888-570-6498 Or (270)
554-3338 Great Opportunity.
DRIVER to pull Mobile
Homes Must have Class
A CDL at least 2 years.
and good driving record
(270) 753-7975
EXPERIENCE grill cook
and prep Apply at Rudy's
104S 5th St
HOMEWORKERS Needed $635 weekly processing mail Easy' No experience needed Call 1-88517-2362 Ext 4605 24Hrs
LOCAL Communications
company seeking full time
and temporary positions
for local and out of town
work Must be able to travel Experience in
datavoice and fiber optic caNino a plus Please fax
resume to (270) 753-1909
MANAGEMENT company
seeking Regional Property
Manager for sites in Paducah and Murray Responsible for supervision of 620
rental units Send resume
to PO Box 1040-X, Murray, KY 42071
MEDICAL (=rice Secretary. part or full time Call for
interview
appointment
759-4811

SOCIAL SERVICE COORDINATOR, provide general
case management and referral services to frail eld
erly Must be familiar with
local service programs
available for the seniors
must have a bachelor's
060
degree in a social work or
related field and at least 3
Help Wanted
years experience Should
be proactive, trained in agMURRAY Area
ing process, mental health
LPN -RN -MA issues, and knowledge of
PHLEBOTOMIST
Supportive services for
To do mobile insurance
elderly and non-elderly
physicals Fax resume to
812-473-3151 or mail 600 disabled Must be computer literate Salary range to
N Weinbach Suite 960
mid 20K Will be one of
Evansville, IN 47711
two assigned to the community of Lakeland Wesley
NEED experienced Sales Village, Apply to Lakeland
person Preferably in Man- Wesley Village, 1127 Vilufactured Housing or Real lage road #66, Benton
Estate and financing. Call KY 42025, 270-354-8888
from 900 am to 600 or fax resume to 270-354p m Monday-Friday (270) 8855 EOE
767-9442
SPORTSMAN'S Anchor
Manna needs store clerk.
PRACTICAL DENTAL
dependable, willing and
ASSISTING
able to work, with calculaWe are now taking applitor and cash register skills
cations for the class which
Fishing
Boating
and
starts September 7th,
knowledge very helpful
2002 You will be trained
Call Monday thru Friday
on Saturdays for 11
only. through October. inweeks, allowing you to
volves weekends and holikeep your present job
days. rotating shifts Locatwhile you gain skills for a
ed on Hwy 68 Jonathan
new career. Most Dental
Creek
Assistants have evenings
090
weekends & holidays off
Domestic & Childcare
For information call Dr
Charles Bohle. 270-4420256 Limited enrollment,
RESPONSIBLE
almost
call now
16-year-old
Will watch
your children for you this
summer Have references
RESORT needs house- Call 759-9215
ask for
keepers for saturday hours Mary
during the summer Call
Susan (270) 436-2345
WILL do office and house
cleaning 753-1016

INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGER
CampbellRhea/Mohon is seeking an innovative and motivated IS professional. Desire
experience in IBM AS400. RPG program
ming, Access, Visual Basic, Power Builder.
networking in a NT environment, database
management,
spreadsheets,
imports/
exports, all Microsoft utilities, and project
management. Multitasking, analysis. and
troubleshooting skills required. Duties
include upgrade and support of hardware
and software, database management, and
software implementation and/or development. Pre-employment substance screen
required.
Mail resume to
CampbellRhea, Attn: Human Resource
1865 N. Market St., Paris, TN 38242
Fax to 731-642-1052
or email to mknall@campbellrhea.com.
EOE

NOTICE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC

i65-Ito9 'Airport StrecnerCustom,
FV- I 8011Air Nta.11,111/1mmigrpon
(GS-010i Sei.unty/Prison Guard
i65-0113 Polico/TrooperiShenft
105072, Fiagerprint/C,irreakv,
165-0251 Park Ranger/Bailin
Federal Agent & More

,GS ;4, Computer Operator
I6S-305, M.111 & File Clerk
,GS-9/164 Medical/qui Clerk
iGS-318, Secirtanleceptionid
IGS-120iFood kr\ice Worker
1GS-18A Sccul ',kr\ ice Ai
105-2123, Motor Vehicle Operator

With St,itting Piiy Of Hp

$14 — $20/hr.
Entry Level & Full Time Positions
Non Experienced & Experienced Needed
Must He I'S Citizen. Convicted Felonc Vfav Not.Apph
For National Homeland Security Positions
T uiiiiiri 52 per Chi k fiiiur Ins Wes Course fioniks anti Mater,

Job

Guaranteed

To Those 1Iho(omplete Career Doelopment Program
State National Training Service Inc

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
314 Curtis Center, Murray
CURRIS CENTER - MISSISSIPPI ROOM
Thursday, June 13th 7:00 p.m. ONLY!
Meow/ No Piton. Calls or lie arm* Lamed Seeing

Bring

Pc No Childrer

•SCHWINN, MXR. and
Huffy bicycles •1868 Percussion 50 Cal Musket
•45 Cal Flint Lock Rifle
w/accessones •Scanner
$2000 .1999 Mercury
Mystique, 45,000x miles.
new tires. $9.000 OBO
753-3627
155
Appliances

On the Square
753-1713
Home Furnishings

No Phone Calls Please

BIG savings on bedding
furniture, recliners and roll
a-ways' Carraway Furni
ture 105 N 3rd 753-1502

NUYEN Services Company, Inc.

BLACK Futon Like New
$65.00 753-1692

A Maintenance service company. has immediate

LEATHER electric lift chair
753-6116 day or 436-5810
after 7pm
SOLID Oak Computer
Desk and chair Solid
Cherry executive desk and
filing cabinet 753-4497 af-

bon molding plastics industry. Individual must have
working knowledge of hydraulics/pneumatics, elec
trical/PLC or fabrication/welding. Some technical
college education with OJT is required. Must furnish
own hand tools and be able to travel.
We pay competitive wages and benefits. Send your
resume with wage histor to PO Box 1040 1.
Murray. KY 42071

DAYLILIES
Hundreds to select from
Potted $5 00
Stella D ore 2.'$5
Select group $1 00 each
The Daylily Garden
Puryear. TN
(West of Mina Mart)
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Sunday 1-5
731-247-5635

START YOUR CAREER WITH
A FORTUNE 200 COMPANY
;;ood
.
or later For others

270-437-4838

AHART 8a CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION
Also top soil and gravel.

300
Business Rentals
OFFICE and Business
space for lease near Judicial Center 519-9338
320
Apartments For Rent

160

opening for several "Multi-Craft Technicians" with
I 0- 15 years experience in Maintenance for the injec

or you

• No limit to how much you can earn.
• Professional training at each step ofikour career

• Security so you can retire in It) years. if you wish

DAYLILIES over 100 varieties Freshly dug $1 00
each Bonus with purchase
684 Crossland
Road 94 West to 783
South Crossland
Road.
then go 1 mile. house on
the left Monday-Friday at
ter 4 30p m Saturday after 9 00a m

• Outstanding stock bonus program
• Build your own dreams while protecting the
dreams of others
• Excellent management opportunities
• Awards. recognition and trips
Ike would like rrr disr us.s our veil attractive career

opportunas m.ah vale
If you would like to schedule ii no- obligation, tont,
dentin! intervieft. please call 12705 522-6424. oh
Tuesday. June I I th or Wednesday. June, 12th.
be .1 c,•r7 II)
!r, 12 P7( 11 and 2. 1fri1p 4 tl0p m

VERY nice 2 BR 1 BA
apartment Appliances including washer and dryer
1614 Wiswell $49000
month 759-5885

Starting at S12.500
Price includes water. septic &
driveway. Also land home packages

f-Ward-Elkins

217 S. 12th Street

ONE bedroom furnished
$225 00 month references
required No pets 7533949

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

USED
APPLIANCES

Sonic Drive In

220
Musical

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
'
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1BR apt available all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444

RENTED
2 Bedroom 1 1/2 bath duplex 1411 Hiftwood Drive
$425 00 month 759-4406

RED OAKS APTS
Special
3100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
340
Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom. Dining room,
updated Kitchen and Bath
$475.00
month
Call
Marge for details 759-5534
or 210-5907
3 Bedroom 1 Bath with
C/H/A. all kitchen appliances. W/D hook up, low utility. large deck, no pets.
Lease+deposit-References-$550 00 Day 7594877 After 5 00 759-4072
3 BR 1 1/2 Bath 1600+
square feet. fireplace.
W+D hookup $57500
month +deposit. 1 year
lease
217 Woodlawn
753-3930 or 753-3392

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive• Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-Ext 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
2 Bedroom, brick, shade.
storage, patio, extra clean,
$345 00 no pets 753:
6931

3BR all appliances $300
per month 3115 Mitchell
Story Road Call 492-8502

6BR 3 full baths 1 1/2
PIANO SALE Great buys 213 S. 16th. 1br near uni- acres 3/4 miles from
lake

on a few discounted models Grand pianos YOU
can afford Player pianos
Slack's Pianos (270) 4374432
260
Mobile Home Lots For Sale

PHYSICAL THERAPY POSITIONS
Jackson Purchase Medical Center has two immediate full-time positions available for a Physical
Therapist and a Physical Therapist Assistant
Excellent benefit and salary package Current PT or
PTA Kentucky licensure required Qualified applicants may submit resumes and references to

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center

1.2 acre lot for mobile
home north of Murray
270-492-6159
270-836-5681
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

Attn: Human Resources
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
( Fax: 270-251-4443)

1

EOE_M/V/F/1)
100

Business
Opportunity
HOME and Garden Party
Part-time/full-time
Average $30 00 an hour
Call Freda 1-866-2534663
STAY home & do mail order business Earn up to
$8 000/mo PT'FT Step
by step system We teach
you how Free booklet 1800-416-8471
120
Computers

•NEW Computer Systems
with Warrenty and 3 free
service calls $795
*Used Complete Systems
$250 to $800
Trade in welcome
Vernon's
753-7152

Want to Buy
3 or more wooded acres
for a home site in northwest section of Calloway
County (270)251-0827
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th Murray
GOOD used Air Conditioner refrigerator stove car
peting 753-4109
The Place to Start

16X80 mobile home 3 br
2bth excellent condition
Getting married must sell
Best otter Call 753-7655
leave message
1976 Champion 12x68 includes stove, refrigerator.
2 recliners. bookcases
12x12 screened in porch
53,460 436-6054
1978 14x60 2 Bedroom 1
Bath
$2.495 00
4374465
1991 14x70 2 Bedroom 2
Bath Belmont Premier On
rented lot in Country Asking $9.300 Call 489-2059
1992 Buccaneer. 14X 70,
2br. 2 bath, all appliances
new carpet Very nice
$11 000 (27)437-4210

1

I[

LOTS FOR SALE

Large Selection

For all positions for all
shifts. Apply in person at

For nosy

32C)
Apartments For Rent

FOR rent or sale 1999
CELEBRITY Pride scootFleetwood 16x80, 3 BR 2
er 4 wheels with car lift BA
on 3/4 acre $400 00
$3,300
Month Call Rosemary
•Cozy Cure hospital chair (7O)
362-7887
$300
SMALL 2BFI $225 per
753-7113
month 753-6012
JAZZY
1100 Electric
Wheelchair, brand new
condition, many options
Call 753-6361

NOW TAKING
APPLICATIONS

60 MINUTE CLASS ORIENTATION
ii

Articles
For Sale

Premium Armored Services has an
immediate pt. opening in the Murray
area for a deposit puller. Approx. 2
hrs/day,M-F, $325/mo. Applicants must
have a clean driving record/drug free &
a background free of criminal convictions. We are willing to train. Uniforms
provided.
Scheduled
increases.
Applications may be obtained from, or
resumes faxed to: Premium Armored
Services, 777 Oakmont Ln., Ste. 100,
Westmont, IL 60559 Attn: H.R. or call
888-336-2756 X6647, Fax 630-789-8565.
Email: our advantage5Othotmail.com

Career Development Program
Register Now / Some Positions
GENERAL& MAIININTRATI‘F

280
Mobile Homes For Rent

150

Help Wanted

DEPOSIT PULLER
*PERFECT FOR A RETIREE*

Federal Employment
LA% ENFORCEMENT

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

'dcl
J

SUMMER Jobs
No experience
$6- $9 to start
1 -888-974-JOBS

060

060

Notice

visA

LOU
Mobile Homes For Rent

2BFR Rent to own 14x70
Coleman RE 759-4118

versity. Extra nice $250 a
month/ or lease $275.
month to month 5592097. 753-6194.

2BR duplex at 1304-a Valleywood Dr $375 per
month 759-4406
2BR . Duplex C/H/A
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 and 4 bedroom house.
1-2. 3br apts furnished.
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606
3 Bedroom 2 Bath downstairs apartment 5353 121
South 489-2296
3BR NEAR MSU
Coleman RE 759-4118
4br. Diuguid Drive
man RE 759-4118

Cole-

CLEAN 1 Bedroom apartment appliances furnished
including washer and dryer, no pets 436-5496
EXTRA nice 1 bedroom. 1
bath, appliances turn
C/H/A. 1 yr lease
1
month deposit 753-2905
EXTRA nice 2br, 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. W.'D 1 yr lease. 1
month deposit. No pets
753-2905
EXTRA roomy 2Br
2
bath, inc.' garage, appliances furnished. 1yr lease &
1 month deposit. No Pets
753-2905
NICE 2br duplex Carport
and
appliances
1817
Ridgewood 753-7457.

$600 a month No pets
Option to buy 517-3670105 or 517-243-2432
360
Storage Rentals

CREEKVIEW STORAGE 520-540 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

360
Storage Rentals

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600
365

For Sale Or Lease
FOR lease or sale- 30 by
60 foot shop building, has
inside and outside pits.
three acres of land Also,
good well, and city water
available Air cured Walnut
lumber, in stack over 20
years Shop on 641 at
midway Charlie Arnett.
Owner.(270) 489-2808
FOR Sale 750 acres, 600
row crop (731) 536-4610
or (903) 697-2323
380

Pets 8 Supplies
2 Golden Retriever breeders $150 each
(270)247-8059
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
VERY loveable 5 week old
Husk Wolf pups 4 black
$75 00 each Three other
marked $12500 each
75 214
390
Livestock & Supplies
ARABIAN Gender Gray 14
1/2 hands 12 years old
Well broken $800
270)247-8059
Reel Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218

For What It's Worth"
Lots For Sale
2-ACRE lot 94W Lynn
Grove area $13,000 7531624_after 600 pm

Acreage
6 7 acres
Southwest Murray
759-4249
522 900

2121 Southwest Dnve off
Gibbs Store Road 3-4
bedroom brick house 2
bath large deck well landscaped detached large
garage $148,000 OBO
753-7523
3BR bnck home with large
bath, large kitchen and living room combo, newer
appliances, carpet and water heater Fenced in back
yard with patio. C/H/A..carport with storage room
$74,000 negotiable
759-5443
FOR Sale by Owner
Bnck. 3br. 1 bath. appliances, Central H&Ac. carport. detached 24x30 garage 24ft pool. 5 miles N
on Hwy 1824 753-5301
FOR Sale 3 BR, 2 B. Central HVAC Nothing Down
905 Southwood Dnve 7535561
HOUSE for sale
1888 Highland Road
Call 474-2708

DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Our Offer to l'au is (rreat Rates with Maximum Flexibilit‘
•rCompetitive fixed and adjustable interest rates
•Multiple no money down programs
•NO income/no asset verification
programs priced at conventional rates
MAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOL PSELF CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
OF 01 R FRIFNDLY LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST

Global Mortgage Link
Geri-% Pio kelt • Ourrrn 4 me, • 1,0 quel‘n %Orson
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B
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Homes For Sai•

460
Homes For Sete

of finding
yOUNt

dream home
in the
Classifieds
Every day. you'll find the most extensive listing of homes,
properties, apartments and townhouses in your community Readers from all over the area have found their
homes in the Classifieds Try it yourself today'

The Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

3 Br. - 2 Ba

1

1997 KDX 220 for sale
Some riding gear included
$1.500 080. Call 4366254.
*1999 Warrior nert bars,
holeshots, K&N air filter
$3.000.
*2001 TTR 125, one owner. $1,700.
759-1209
'96 Yamaha
Timberwolf
$2000. 0130
492-6362
400
Used Cars
*1990 Lumina Van $1,500.
*1995 T-bird, leather intenor, moon roof, 79,xxx
miles
with
warranty
$4,250. OBO. 753-7113
1996 Lumina. one owner,
89.000 miles, $4,500.
Seen at 413 S. 9th Street.
753-3958.
2000 Mustang V-6, 34,xxx
miles, cass/ CD, power
locks/windows, excellent
condition. $14,000. 759after 5pm
'99 Miata; Green / Tan
Top; loaded; leather; excellent condition; Call Joe
at 492-8279 or 753-1130.
TOYOTA
Camry, LE.
1998 PS, AC, PW_key,less entry, fm cassette,
very clean, excellent condition.
56,000
miles.
$12700. 436-5610
.
500
Used Trucks

88 Cheetah Ski boat, V-6.
195 with accessories
753-9237

Services Offered

BACKI40E & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock.
436-2113.
BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
*Paint *Lawn *Mulch
*Shrubs *Tiling •Bushhog
(270)436-5277

BLUE SKY
LANDSCAPE
DESIGN & MAINTENANCE
20 Yrs Experience
Reasonable Rates

753-1495
CLEAN - IT
Professional
Cleaning Service
Window Washing
Carpet Cleaning
Tile Floor Strip + Wax
Business. Residential
Pat Walsh (270)623-8813
(Call For Free Estimate's)

Ricky Boggess
DBA Sykes Plumbing

270-75
9-0610
KY. Nta,,ler Plumber fi0C9

Moving Co.

Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
*Asphalt paving
*Seal coating
*Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537
MULCH Delivered
Murray.
436-5560
PAINTING
Pay less.
Call Dan 753-961a
Lawn
PROFESSIONAL
Care. Mowing, trimming,
landscaping, hauling. Rea
sonable Rates, free estimates For All your lawn
care needs call B&B Lawn
Care at 753-8407

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins

Water Damaged Floor.
Brace. & Floor Joist.
Remodeling & Plumbing

SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

David Galliniore, Owner

TBENCRING

Will Do Insurance Work

White Rock, Top
Soil Or Gravel

731.2474422

530
Services Offered

Pt

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free Estimates - 10 Years Experience
489-6155 or Cell 339-7 16

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
• 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

'",'Lam
'
b Brothers
Tree Service

A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture

1-800-611-6854
-.1-270-753-2555

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

1-800-821-6907
LICFNSED & INSURED

Cash Visa. Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb

4

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Mark Lamb's
Tree Service

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"

(2701759-3624•(8001548-5262)
24 Hr Service
Hedge Trimming

Speciatizuix in Roof Repairs
• Chimney Flashing • Re-Roof
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

hit( l
tIttPip Rt min(41
Tree Trimming

Cleanup Service
I fill Line of Equipment
LICENSED & INSURED

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Owner: Mark Lamb

Phone (270) 759-4734

To Advertise
Your Business
Call Our
Classified Department
at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

•

Horoscopes
Efficiency and a sense of direction must
take the highest priority. Tonight: Be a
couch potato.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
June l2.2002
***** Your strong sense of direcIn some people's eves. you might seem tion heads you down a new
path. Return
driven by money You adopt a very calls and messages, but also zoom in
on
strong point of view about making and what 'needs to be done to launch
a heartspending money. Your potential for suc- felt project. Your sense of humor makes
ceeding in this realm v.111 he at its high- light of a major issue. Is
this wise?
est from now through summer. You could Tonight: Network to your heart's
delight.
make quite a difference in your bank GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
account. Net%;ork this fall and winter. *** Your devil-may-care
attitude
You will he able to connect with many on could attack your checkbook.
Is this reala deeper level as a result. If you are sin- ly what you want? It might
be wise to
gle, you will have your choice of com- back off of spending for
a while.
panions whom you might enjoy. You
Consider a second job if you want to consimply might not be ready to commit for
tinue in this manner. Tonight: Re-evalu\%o More years. If attached, spend more
ate your budget.
time visiting with each other. Remember
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
how much you enjoy one another. CAN***** Hop off the back burner and
CER can push you hard.
take action. You might not be able to
hold yourself back once you get going.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Others could be a bit taken aback, as you
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; might be acting so atypical. Flow with
1-Average. 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
this high energy. Someone close misses
your softness. Tonight: The world.
%RIES t March 21 -April 19)
Moonchild. is your oyster.
* *** You need to take a strong action
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
in follow through on a high priority with*** Don't settle with a situation that
In your personal life. Make a decision to
makes you a bit uncomfortable. Rather,
transform what isn't working right now
speak your mind, and others will listen.
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

You cannot keep swallowing your feelings as you have been lately. Do needed
research as well. You do best on your
own. Tonight: Take a break from it all
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 221
**** Jump on another's ideas. Let
this person run with the ball, especially
as it appears he or she has the same
objective as you. This person can drive a
harder bargain than you. right now.
Schedule an important meeting. You will
need a different perspective. Tonight:
Where the gang is.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Take charge at work. What
you can accomplish right now could surprise even you. Avoid a run-in with a
boss or authority figure. You will not be
able to undo an .argument_ for a while.
Chill out and think in terms of success
and new direction. Tonight. In the limelight.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211
***** News comes forward,
demanding immediate action. You cannot put a key matter on the back burner
any longer, nor can a trip he put off any
longer. Think possibilities. You'll jump
past any hurdle. You know what you're
doing. Tonight: Listen to music.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

vote DON SENF ---L-L-L •
SHERIFF

489-2420 or
559-6200

I

[n

.0

I

riqr COMM MOP

111

P4eNICI°

•

elegant
gifts from
around
the world

Please call Paulfor
free estimate at

270-759-4979

falWirint
Aurora. K1'
Hirt; 04S ph 'or Kentucky !mkt.

Open at 5pm

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tail

rueschty Om Sun

open six days a week
from mid-june thru mid-aug

f

Now scheduling summer work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.

111

111

xe24641
25fit41:4
‘
1
7

mmayledgertom

& T Painting

111

0

VA'AV,

i

11

1111111

Mai

CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Don't push yourself too hard.

First In Experience - Training - Education
REMEMBER IN NOVEMBER

ClagifledsOnlbe

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

making a rather strong stand. Carefully
consider your potential and possibilities.
You might want to back down rather than
getting into the war of the roses. You
could be most pleased by the end result.
- Tonight: Where the action is.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others make the first move.
You would be well advised to do little
and stay mellow. Besides, you badly
need some downtime. Let others play
their cards and don't you lift a finger or
voice an opinion. When the time is right,
you'll make your move! Tonight: Just
don't be alone.

You have a lot of work to get done, and
you will, as long as you close the door
and handle a matter carefully. Schedule a
tension-busting session at the gym. as
well, or maybe take a long walk. Tonight:
Do your thing.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
***** Depending on your pnorities.
success will follow. You might need to
add more interest in your work to keep
your attention. Allow creativity to play a
bigger role in all facets of your life. A
child or loved one would like you to be
absorbed in him or her! Tonight: Forget
***** Someone close comes to you, work. Enjoy a loved One.

loollaorCtr

AN affordable lawn service
Higgins Lawn Service
in Calloway
(270)436-5953
Local Cel 519-9499
Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
*Driveways
Parking lots

Thee Trimming
Cleanup Serticc
Full Line of
Hedge Trimming Equipment
Commercial &
Thve & slump
,
Remotnl
12,
identral
C
Free Estimates

24 Hr Service

Call Jr. Compton

FENCING
Midway Fence. All type
Complete services.
Services Offered
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
050
A affordable hauling, junk
Dickie Farley. 759,1519.
Lost and Found
clean up, tree work, gutter
FRED'S Home Woodcleaning. 436-5141.
crafts. Furniture made to Sweet, lovable
kitty. hee
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL-' order. For appointment
call to good home 13 months
ING funk clean up. clean- 270-759-4675.
female, shots. spayed. a
ing out sheds, gutters. tree
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
good mole and mouse
work 436-2867.
Trimming, removal, stump catcher. 436-6054
A-1 Tree Service
grinding, firewood InsurStump Removal
ed 489-2839
492-8737,
HANDYMAN
437-3044
Painting, concrete, masonFree Fstirnates
ry, carpentry. No Job Icy;
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
small. (731)247-3015
Decks. Home Additions.
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding.
HAULING
Garages. Pole Barns. MetCleaning out garages
al Buildings, Fencing
sheds, carport abcs.
Quality Workmanship
and storage
Licensed
753-2555
753-7860 753-1194
Luke Lamb
AFFORDABLE Mower reMOWING and Trimmino
pair, tillers, go carts. etc
Small to large yards
Free pickup. delivery 436within Murray area
2867
Steve 767-9178
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Spending your hard earned $ on new flooring?
Finish
Then why let just anyone install it?
18Yrs experience
New Construction*
Our owners are our installers!
Remodeling* Repairs*
Visit
our Showroom today for
Concrete Work
all your floor covering needs!
AGC Certified
435-4272.
ALL Carpentry.
Electrical.
Tom
Murray
New Const Home & MoTaylor
Over
34
Years
Exp
Rd
3
bile Home repair. Termite
& Water Damage. ReKnoght s
placement Windows Vinyl
&fie 1-1t2iio sae wrrooc• wet kid 1401 'S:0 ?ads
Hazel KY
Siding. Painting. Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372. 753-0353

753-7728

530
Services Offered

SMITH ROOF REPAIR

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

1-800-

Lam b Brother

LONG DISTANCE 3.9
CENTS/MIN. UNLIMITED
INTERNET $12 50/1.40
WWW.LD.NETOSIGNATURE.

Roofing Metal

'Well Pumps
'Water & Sewer Lines
•Water Heaters
•All Repairs - Big or Small
'New or Remodeling

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

ROOF LEAKING?
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
Call a professional
OF MURRAY
435-4645
.Lawn Maintenance
S+S Roofing Construction
•Bed mulching.
Specialize in Roofing,
270-753-6772
Flashing, Gutter Cleaning.
CUSTOM Combining
Repairs welcome.
Have JD 9600
489-6209. cell 559-9638
270-781-4101
CUSTOM Tractor Work.
Tilling- Blade WorkSANDBLASTING
and
Bushhogging
painting, glass bead blastFree Estimates.
ing. Trailers, lawn furniGerald L. Carroll, Owner
ture, no job too small
Phone 270-492-6159
American Metal Finishers
Cell 836-5681
(270 251 3700
DAVIS Roofing
Repairs welcome
All Major Appliances
(270) 759-9019.
and Most Major Brands
DECKS. Roofing. Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
On The Square • Murray
Experience. Gerald Wal
(270) 753-1713
lers. 753-2592.

David's Home
Improvement

i

530
Services Offered

Your Home improvement Headquarters

LAWNS mowed
Call 489-2989

*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
Free Estimates.
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

530
Sernces Offered

Services Offered
lgall

1

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawmpatio furniture
Louver doors shutters
•No job too small
*Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

753-5827.

Central HVAC
905 Southwood Dr.
270-753-5561

1999 Dodge Dakota
loaded. ext. cab.
V-8, 107,000 miles.
339-3274 or 436-2794
aft-i 4- 4# p.m
ha20

530
Services Offered

I L530

°pop, asp Ito the

470
Motorcycles A ATV's

TUESDAY JUNE 11. 2002

Bistro Specials:
•

call 270-474-2774
www.brasslanternrestaurant.com
reser-ration hotline
1-800-474-1770
(.1ef vatuns accoptr•<1:my night

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
accepts
Visa and Master Card

bj
Trimmers
Starting at

'149"
I

Gas BloiverNac

14995
le Tools, Not Toys.

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 753-2573
Hrs: Mon-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.• Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
murrayhomeandauto.com

5T011..

DR. GOTT

1

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

-

PAGE 11

•

TUESDAY, JUNE 11 2002

MURRAY LEDGER 8. TIME

10 years ago
Orlando. Fla
DEAR ABBY. I am the executive
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there a way to
Janey Kelso. Calloway County
Heather. Jennifer and Linda
secretary for the president of a large
increase lung capacity and efficiency
at
School Senior, was chosen to
music
High
overspecial
presented
office
My
Wright
company
vitaexercise,
national
— perhaps using diet,
PETER
looks the entrance to the building,
mins or medication? I enjoy running,
the May luncheon of the Murray seek election to the national office
DEAR ABBY We work in a
GOTT, M.D. so I see everyone who enters or
but my speed and distance are limited
Christian Women's Club. Virginia as vice president of the Central Releaves. A few months ago, while large office. Our office manager —
by how much air I can get into my
Scott gave the special feature on gion of Future Homemakers of
middlea
is
—
I'll
"Marvin"
him
call
standing at my window talking to a
lungs. This occurs long before I run
America meeting held on the cam"Aprons."
male staff member, I saw a woman aged family man. The boss's secreout of energy. Swimming underwater?
pus
of Murray State University Dr.
Kentucky
the
from
Delegates
young
shapely
a
is
tary,
"Sissy,"
get
building,
the
leave
I'll call "Lois"
Forget it Ten or 15 feet and I must
into a car and leave with the driver. divorcee. Since Sissy came to work Lake Chapter of the National Asso- Alice Koenecke, chairman of the
surface for air, while most of my
I commented to the staffer, "Isn't here, she and Marvin have been ciation of Retired Federal Employ- Home Economics Department at
friends can swim almost a pool length.
will permit your doctor to determine if
I am 41, never smoked and used to your cardiac valves are functioning that nice? There's Lois leaving for spending a lot of time together in ees participated in the 28th conven- Murray State University. and Mary
run five miles at a stretch at a rate of normally and whether your heart is lunch with her husband." The man the file room with the door locked. tion of the Kentucky Federation of Lawson. assistant professor in the
seven minutes per mile a few times a beating with enough force to circulate replied, "That's not her husband; What they do in there is their busi- Chapters of the NARFE held May department, were among four ladies
ness, but we're tired of covering for
that's her latest boyfriend."
week. What's wrong with me9
the oxygen Valvular disorders and
when the boss comes looking 12 and 13 at Greenwood Executive to receive honorary memberships in
them
Lois
seen
leave
have
and
I
Abby.
DEAR READER: You appear to be malfunctioning heart muscles (car
the Kentucky FHA
What do you suggest?
Sissy.
for
Inn in Bowling Green.
at
car
least
a
twice
that
in
return
unable to supply enough oxygen from diomyopathyi invariably lead to exerTHE OFFICE GANG
Recent births reported include a
40 years ago
I
was
it
months.
assumed
for
week
There
muscles.
active
to
lungs
your
cise intolerance I'd be particularly
An electric rate reduction for all
girl to Trena and Mikole Cooper on
could be several explanations for this interested in your aortic valve her husband because she has kissed
DEAR GANG: Ncat time the June 10, a girl to Dottie and Jamie its consumers has been announced
this man goodbye right outside my
phenomenon.
because of a disease known as
boss comes looking for Sissy,
Hamlet on June 10 and a boy to by Murray Electric Supply.
To begin with, I would reject the Hypertrophic Subaortic Stenosis The office window on many occasions.
tell him to look in the file room
me
told
then
about
staffer
The
most common cause of exercise- cause of this is unknown and the disArmy 2nd Lt. Paul M. Farris reBelinda and Jack Tyra on June 10.
he'd had with Lois that under "Marvin."
induced breathlessness: lack of condi- order may produce few if any symp- the affair
held
77
Troop
Scout
Boy
Local
cently
completed an officer orientaended his marriage — and I
*5*
tioning. You are a regular runner and toms until the patient exercises stren- nearly
tion course at The Armour School
their Court of Honor on June 8 at
few
I
a
ago
days
because
it,
believe
should be in pretty good shape.
uously, at which time blood flow spotted her leaving with the man
DEAR ABBY: I am going to a
in Fort Knox,
First Christian Church in Murray.
Therefore, I'd turn my attention to through the valve is disrupted, lead- again and followed them. I now fund-raising party held in a park in
ago
years
20
Mary June Foy, Ted F. Billingyour lungs and heart. Perhaps, ing to breathlessness andior pulse regret it because I was appalled at San Francisco. The invitation says
carTorch
Olympic
The
Special
ton
and Hunter M. Hancock. all of
hidand
because of an undiagnosed
irregularities HSS is a major cause of what I saw when they parked in a the dress is "casual sheik." Do you
riers left Marshall County this
Murray. received bachelor's deden condition — such as emphysema unexpected, sudden death in well- remote area. She began undressing have any idea what that means?
morning and are scheduled to arrive
grees at the University of Kentucky
or fibrosis — your pulmonary system
LOST IN S.F.
especially at the high in the car!
site of in Lexington on June I I.
the
Roy
Stadium.
at
Stewart
has become inefficient because you trained athletes,
Most people think Lois is a lovlevel.
are trapping stale air in your lungs, school
the 1982 Special Olympic Games,
DEAR LOST: Unless the
50 years ago
ing wife and mother. She is liked by
that
sure
you
make
I'd
to
want
also
air
fresh
oxygen-rich
prevents
which
theme is Middle Eastern, the
early this afternoon. Tonight at 7.
co-workers.
and
manager
New officers of Kirksey High
her
are not anemic or have a thyroid disthe torch runners will ignite the School Chapter of Future Farmers
from entering your body. In my opin- order.
Should I go to human resources and word should be "chic." In this
case that means the dress
ion, you need a chest X-ray and a pulsymbolic torch of the Special Olym- of America are Richard Adams. EdAs you can see, you and your doctor report this? What if they don't should be "dressy casual."
monary function study, a meticulous
on
will
reflect
this
How
me?
believe
pics at the opening ceremony. signi- ward Palmer. Charles Coleman,
I
you,
were
I
some work to do. If
analysis of your breathing mechanics. have
me? I see her in-laws in church
fying the start of the games.
docyour
See
wouldn't
procrastinate
*5*
Glen Beach. Larry Young and Gene
These examinations should shed light
functor soon. I am certain that he can dis- every.' Sunday and at church
spoke on "Na- Parker.
Lowry
C.C.
Mrs.
on your disorder.
and
Pauline Phillips
her daughter
not
cover the cause of your problem and tions. Should I just sit back and
tional Geographic Magazine" at a
Jeanne Phillips share the pseudonym
Joe Butterworth received his demention the immorality?
Of course, your lungs may be func- suggest treatment for it.
Buren,
Van
Abigail
Write Dear Abby at
meeting of the Murray Magaiine gree from the College of Medicine
one way;
act
to
me
tells
heart
My
be
may
P.O.
problem
or
www.DearAbby.com
Box 89440,
tioning perfectly; the
A NOTE TO READERS: For an
Club held at the home of Mrs. Fred at Vanderbilt University in Nashtells me it could affect my Los Angeles. CY!. 90009.
that the oxygen entering your blood updated and revised Health Report on my head
advise,
Please
Gingles.
term.
long
the
in
job
ville, Tenn. He will take his internstream is not getting to the muscles. -Constipation and Diarrhea," send a
location.
or
name
my
reveal
don't
but
30 years ago
circuand
ship at the United States Naval HosIn this instance, your heart
long, self-addressed, stamped enveBETWIXT AND BETWEEN
Gary Lee Johnson has volun- pital in Jacksonville,
lation may be to blame. Therefore, in lope and $2 to Newsletter. P.O. Box
Ha.
IN CORPORATE AMERICA
teered for the United States Navy.
addition to a thorough medical exam, 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure
Frigineerman 3rd Class Thomas
He is now taking basic training at R. Carraway. is serving on USS
you should probably have a cardiac to mention the title. Also, be on the
DEAR B AND B: Listen to
ultrasound. This simple, painless, safe lookout for more updated Health
the Recruit Training Command in 1423 out of San Dieea. Cite.
doing her job
is
Lois
head.
your
and relatively inexpensive analysis Reports.
and has the respect of her
supervisor and co-workers. For
TODAY IN HISTORY
CONTRACT BRIDGE
Nlen's Haircut sir°
you to have followed her on
By The Associated Press
lanning 300 lin.'20"
her lunch hour was a mistake.
is "I uesday. June 11. the
represenlocal
Foday
OFF
the
not
are
8"
You
$
ices
tiers
Chemical
Men, Women & Chi! ren's
tative of the ministry of virtue
162nd day of 2002. There are 203
Consignment Clothes & Accessories
'guarantee the contract regardless days left in the year.
and vice. If you report this South dealer.
of how the missing cards are diwoman's marital infidelity, you Both sides vulnerable.
Today's highlight in history:
Formals, Weddings & Mcuernitv
vided! But he must first take sevwill earn the reputation of
NORTH
On June 11 . 1776. the ContinenPlus Sizes
company busybody.
eral preliminary steps to assure a
•K 9 5
tal Congress formed a committee to
outcome.
favorable
affair
Lois'
6
8
V
later,
or
Sooner
Owner - Rita Wyatt
a Declaration of IndependenceDeclarer starts by ruffing the draft
•8 7 5 3
Walk-ins Wei(
will come to light. However, her
an
fa
Britain.
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
eight ofhearts high.Hethen cashes
private life is none of your busi4A K J 8
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
On
this date
is
suit
you
the
If
wise,
diamonds.
are
you
of
if
A-K
the
and
—
ness
EAST
WEST
(270)762-0207
In 1509. England's King Henry
Southside Shopping Ctr.
divided 3-2, or if East holds four
will not make it so. If you feel
486
73
+
Email: neatrepeats@apex.net
(a, ,,,As frfun Slrfrin St,, kale I
morally obligated, the person
J 9 5 4 3 2 diamonds to the queen, the worst VIII married Catherine of Aragon.
V K Q 10 7
you should talk to is Lois.
In 1919, Sir Barton won the Belthat can happen is that South loses
•2
•Q 10 9 6
one diamond trick.
Q 95 4
mont Stakes, becoming horse rac4 10 6 3
But even if, as in the actual ing's first Triple Crown winner.
SOUTH
4C)IVI 1
Alk.I IL:lf
case, West turns out to have four
•A Q J 1042
In 1977, Seattle Slew won the
tor fivel diamonds to the queen,
VA
L_C3INI DIIF_
Belmont Stake:. capturing the Trithe slam is still ice-cold. Declarer ple Crown
•A K J 4
next leads a club and, after West
+72
HOW DO
In 1978. Joseph Freeman Jr. befollows low, plays the eight from
YOU LIKE
The bidding:
the first black priest ordained
came
East dummy!
North
West
South
in
the
Chiareh of Jesus Christ of Latbut
nine,
the
with
wins
East
Pass
2
Pass
1+
Saints.
ter-day
Pass it doesn't matter what he returns.
2 46
Pass
2•
In
actor JO-fin Wayne died
1979.
South
allows
A-K-J
the
A club into
6+
age
at
72.
diaremaining
two
his
discard
to
hearts.
of
king
—
lead
Opening
In 1985, Karen Ann Quinlan, the
The finesse is a wonderful de- monds, while a heart return pervice, but this does not mean that a mits South to discard a diamond as comatose patient whose case
declarer should utilize it just be- he ruffs with dummy's nine of prompted a historic right-to-die
cause the opportunity for its use spades. Declarer's other diamond ,-ourt decision. died in Morris
Plains. N.J. at age 31.
exists. There is usually an ele- then goes off on a high club.
Observe that West cannot
ment of luck inherent in the sucTen years ago: President George
1L
cess or failure of a finesse, so a spike the endplay by playing the H W. Bush's stopover in Panama en
competent declarer always looks ten ofclubs on the club lead toward route to the Earth Summit in Brazil
for an alternative method of play dummy, as declarer can counter was disrupted when riot police tired
by covering the ten with the jack.
•
to accomplish his purpose.
tear gas at protesters. preventing
PRoTosock79r,u1
A FLINN\4 JOKE HERE ..
'IOU SAID
IT WAS
taii—p73-r-- - CLASSIC
Consider this deal where South East wins with the queen but then Bush from speaking at a rally praisCOLUMN
ORDER!
I
LUNCH
WITT4
THERE.
TAKE-OLIT
A
.
DiFFERENT
OFC
NERLOADr
'101.1
wins the heart lead with the ace finds himself in the same predicaSLAT NOW 40LI'RE
OUR NEEDS ARE
N THE
I'LL FOP aft*
YOUR FORLIKED rtv
plays the A-K of trumps. both ment described above. There is ing the revival of democracy in
and
A11AcHING TEa)-PAGE
DIFFERENT, FRANK.!
BREATHING
E-MAIL
WARDING
defenders following suit. At this absolutely nothing East-West can Panama.
REFLECTIONS ON THE BOND
FRAAK.
LIST u
EXERCISES
ATTACHFive years ago: The parents of
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Baptists warn against judging Roman Catholics
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Following a Bobby Welch, pastor of' First Baptist
display of fireworks, Armed Forces Church of Daytona Beach, Ha., said
hymns and rappellers unfurling a Sunday during a service sponsored
huge American flag, leaders of the in St. Louis by the Conference of
nation's largest Protestant denomi- Southern Baptist Evangelists.
nation offered conciliatory words "We're waiting on the other shoe to
for their counterparts in the Roman drop, and when it does, don't be surprised if there is more and more
Catholic Church.
Baptist within our ranks."
Southern
At the
The Conference of Catholic
Convention's annual meeting, some
speakers warned delegates against Bishops is scheduled to meet in
passing judgment as Catholic bish- Dallas later this week to discuss
ops prepare to discuss what to do policies regarding priests who sexually abuse youngsters.
with sex-offending priests.
The discussion is expected to
"We shouldn't enjoy this
Catholic mess too much," the Rev. focus on calls for zero-tolerance for

DOUG MILLS/AP Photo

30% OFF Men's Storewide
Great Knits 1/2 price
Group of Tees $12.99

U.S. investigators sprang
trap on accused bomber
blow .!2ainst an al-Qaida plot to detonate a radiological weapon —

plot to spread deadly radioactive

known as a "dirty bomb" — inside

material across parts of America,
1• S. investigators in Pakistan
watched. their key suspect board a
•
plane bound for Sw itzerland.
Jose "Pucho- Padilla. 31. also
known as Abdullah al Muhajir.
believed he was slipping away from
Pakistani authorities w ho had
detained him and at least two col-

the United States, possibly targeting
Washington. Authorities described
Padilla as a former gang member
from Chicago who was raised
Catholic but converted to Islam.
They said the alleged scheme
went only as far as the planning
stages. Undersecretary of State John
Bolton indicated Padilla was carrying plans for the attack when he was
picked up in Chiciigo.

leagues on immigration charges. a
U.S. official said. Authorities suspected Padilla. a U.S. citizen, was
headed to America to scout locations for possible bombings,
But Padilla. traveling from
Pakistan via Zurich to Chicago's
O'Hare International Airport. was
under continuous surveillance by.
U.S. agents on those flights, and the
FBI was waiting to arrest him May 8
as his plane arrived at the gate.
"We had ees on this guy from
when he left Pakistan to when he
arrived • at O'Hare.- said the U.S.
official, who spoke only on condition of anonymity.
which on
The gov ernmem
Monday revealed Padilla's arrest.
dc'. bed the move as 4 significant

401(ki
ROLLOVERS
Yes,
We Can Help!
fol*

ucIlr

40

Southern Baptist officials expect
some kind of resolution to be presented this week concerning sexual
misconduct by clergy in the 16-million-member denomination.

give your 3ather
something extraordinary from
the extraordinary store

'DIRTY BOMB ... FBI Director Robert Mueller, right, accompanied by Deputy Attorney General
Larry Thompson, meets reporters at the Justice Department in Washington Monday where he discussed the May 8 arrest in Chicago of Abdullah Al Mujahir, an American citizen also known as
Jose Padilla. accused of conspiring with al-Claida terrorists to build and detonate a radioactive
"dirty" bomb in the United States, possibly in the nation's capital.

WASH I\ iTON
tAl'i
Already on the trail of an alleged

priests who molest children in the
future and a second-chance policy
for those guilty of past abuse.
It is difficult to estimate the number of abusive Protestant ministers.
While Catholic churches answer to a
central authority, in the Baptist
denomination and other Protestant
faiths, each local church handles
such allegations.

When Shopping 3or The Vest
Dad give Him The Vest....

ment he is now oft the streets, where
he should be,- President Bush said.
Dirty bombs comprise traditional
explosives combined with radioactive material. They would not create
a nuclear explosion, hut they could
release small amounts of radioactive
material over dozens of city blocks.
Experts believe the most devastating effect would be the ensuing
panic and the difficulty sending rescue workers into the contaminated
area.

"We have a man detained who is
a threat to the country and that
thanks to the vigilance of our intelligence gathering and law enforce-

Horse Liniment
Eases Arthritis
Pain
04. Al.A. 11 -- An ingredient derived
from hot peppers that.decreases inflammation in racehorse's legs. is now recogniied as safe and etTective for human
use. The ingredient has been formulat
ed into a product called ARTH-Rx"
strength designed for
and comes
humans. Researchers are excited and
say the formula can relieve arthritis
pain for millions.
Developed by the Phillips Gulf Corp.‘ration. ARTH-Rx is a breakthrough in
the treatment of painful disorders ranging from minor aches and pains to more
serious conditions such as arthritis.
bursitis. rheumatism. tendonitis. backache and more.
Although the mechanism by . which
ARTH-Rx works to relieve pain is not
totally clear, scientists suggest that pain
is relieved because ARTH-Rx intercepts
the messenger substance that sends
pain signals to the brain.
ARTH-Rx is available in a convenient
roll-on applicator without a prescription. According to a spokesperson for
the company. due to the overwhelming
demand for ARTH-Rx.suppliesare sometimes limited. ARTH-Rx can alsobe ordered by calling 1-800-729-‘8446
wuu hccIsales.com iir)2000Pck
ARTH-Rx is available locally at:

753-4703

HOOK DAD UP WITH

A FREE $50
GIFT CARD
& A FREE NOKIA 3360. gm

WALTERS PHARMACY
604 S 12th St • 753-7688

1702 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

Or at your local:

RITE
AID

Tough Name.
Tough Equipment.

DORDERS

This Father's Day, give Dad two for the price of none.
Let Dad choose a gift card from over a dozen major stores and restaurants, only from
SunCom. He'll also get a free handset, after $50 mail-in rebate with annual contract,
when you sign him up for one of our calling plans like the SunCom SimplyMore Plan.

SUNCOM $39/400
SIMPLYMORE PI AN

3000
,
FREE
,„..‘

141 Chain Saw - 16"
•Z 4

- 2;hp •Inertia chain brake
•1 itetime ignit 01 arranty

$21995

136 Chain Saw - 14"
•2 2

u. in - 2.2 hp •In..•rtia chain br,11•1.1tetlfne ignition Warranty

$179

6.31.1

A MEMBER OF AT&T WIRELESS

1 - 800 - SUNCOM-1

IM St^1(7 yours

,
.••••=1k

AT&T Wireless
345 Chain aw - 16"
- 10 hp •Inertia Li in
•I itetinle ignition warrant‘
ii in

$279"

340 Chain Saw - 16"
•2 cu in - 2.7 hp 'Inertia chain brat.•I atehme ignition warranty

$259"

SunCom Stores:
Owensboro
Evansville
5101 Fredenca St 5405 Pearl Drive
Suite C
(near Stadium 16)
.1:

270-926-1901 '

350 Chain Saw - 18"

55 Rancher - 18"

•3(1 cu. in - 3 1 hp 'inertia chain brake
•
•I
irrants

'32 cu. in - 33 bp •Inertia chain brake
•Lifetime ignition warrants

$29995
• $339"
t:jHusqvarna
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
nut Street • Murray. KY • 12701 753-2571 • Hour.: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 ta.m.-3 1,

812-434-2925
1624 North Green River Rd.
(next to Showplace Cinema)
812-476-2963

www.SUNCOM1.com

Also available at:
Henderson nis
Paducah
2215 Highway 41 North 3420 Park Avenue
(across from J.D. Byrider)(across from
270-826-1701
Park Ave. Chrysler)
11,

270-444-0104

Murray
310 N. 12th Street
(next to Faye's)
270-762-9990

Premier Wireless
Owensboro
2706899005

StrateCIS
Eastland Mall
812-479-1233
Newburgh
Cell Tech
tin Kentucky Oaks Malt 812-962-1233
Diversacom
270-575-5444
Evansville
2933 Lone Oak Road
812-4371135
270-534-0002

Cellular Accessory
Connection
Reidland
270-898-1710
Murray
270-767-9080

mom
Business Sales: Owensboro 270-570-0810 • Evansville 812-476-2956 • Paducah 270-444-0324

Copyright 2tX/2 SunCom. Requires new activation, credit approval, $15 handset programming fee, annual wntract, .a cancellation fee of $12.50 per month remaining in contract and a
TDMA tri-mode digital phone. Plan and coverage not available in all areas. Rates do not apply to credit card calls or if a call is placed or received offshore or outside of the SunCom
SmplyMore Coverage Area. Airtime tor each call is rounded up to the next full niirtute. Monthly included minutes cannot be airier' over to any other month and must be used in your
SunCom SimplyMore Coverage Area. Roaming, king distance, additional minute charges, other restrictions, charges, surcharges and taxes may apply. Night times are 10PM-7AM. Weekend
times are Fri. 10P.M-Mon. 7AM. Subject to terms and conditions contained in the SunCom Welcome Guide and Service Plans and Coverage Area brochures. Handset over design not
available in al1
,
4ores. No available with prepay plans. FOR REBATE: One mail-in rebate per purchase of a qualifying handset and wireless service activation with SunCom between 4/14
and 6/30. To be eligible, phone must remain on SunCom service toe at least 30 days and phone must be active on SunCom service at the time rebate is processed. Rebate requests must be
postmarked by 7/30. Other restrictions apply. See rebate form for full details. FOR GIFT CARD: One $50 merchant gift card or certificate per purchase of Nokia 3360 (while supplies last)
and service activation betore 6/30 from an authorized SunCom representative. See store for complete list of participating merchants. Other terms and conditions apply. \bid where prohibited.
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Miss Ellis' Third Grade Class
My dad is the best dad in the world. He
helps me practice for chess toumements and
I win huge trophies. He plays putt-putt, pool,
bowling,chess, and ping-pong. He also picks
me up from school every day. I can always
count on him.
Steven'Amold
I love my dad becuse he plays base ball
evry day after school. And evry Saterday we
go to the races and I race my go can. We
have so much fun. And if I win he lets me
keep some of the money. That is why I love
my dad.
Zach Ashcraft
My dad loves me very much. He rides
bikes with me. He helps me on multiplication by long numbrs. He plays games. We
have lot of fun together. He taks me in at
night.
Trevor Baldwin
My dad takes care of me, he feeds me,
he buys me toys and clothes, my dad is my
guardian. He protects me from dogs that are
mean. I love my dad very very very much.
My dad is the kind of person that plays,talks,
and expains stuff. My dad really is the one
that sweet, kind, and he is a genius.
Brittany Cannon
My dad is fun to be with. He takes me to
the gym and teaches me how to play basketball. He takes me to bassball games. He takes
me bike riding with my mom. And he takes
me skating with my stepsister and now you
see why my dad is fun to be with.
'
Jacob Carver

Miss Ellis' Third Grade Class
My dad is the best dad you could ever
have. He tells me the right thegs to do. He
gave me a nick name that no one else has
Bucky because I use to have buck teeth. He
helps me race my dirt bike. He tells me he
loves me ever day and will always help me
when I need it. I love my dad.
Grantt Darnell

My dad is a hero to me. Do you no why
because he protects me and I think my
dad is a hero because he let me go outside
and play and he let me go to partys. Also
he let me watch tv when I want to. He
gives me money and he let me go to the
park.
Shaquille Day

My grandfather gives me four leaf clovers
that he finds because he is lucky. He plays
chess with me and he loses. My grandfather
teaches me not to do things without his permission. That's why I love my grandfather.
Logan Henderson

III See Page 3

THE HURT GIP coR THE

PfRfECT DAD'

• limited [(titian of 1500 Internationally
• Etched stainless steel blade accented with gold
• Walnut gift boy
• 1994 6 Dot Case Bowie
• Certificate of Authenticity

• Jigged brcnvn Stomincrwoodim handle
• 60% serration on skinner blade
• 4" clip blade
• Genuine leather sheath
• 5 1/4" closed; 15 ounce

• [lip and spry blades
• 41/8" doted 4 ouncet

SMALL TEXAS TOOTHPICK
• long dip blade
• 3" dosed. 1 ounce
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Miss Lamb's Third Grade Class
kIN

Do you know an exptional man who is
always there for his young daughter? I
don't know about you but I call that man
my dad. Whenever I need a special friend
to assist me, he always accepts the challenge. Time is never a problem when it
comes to me, He works 3jobs, and he nor- •mally comes home exhausted but still
devotes his time to me. I was a little worried that our time together would be less
when my baby brother was born. Boy, was
I wrong! Amazingly my dad was able to
find more time to spend with both of us.
My dad is the number one man in the
world. I'm sure you can see why I consider my dad for most outstanding father.
Elizabeth Dawson
I love you very much dad. I like going
fishing and being with you. I like working
with you dad. I like rideing bikes with you
dad. I like working in the garden with you
dad.
J.D. Dowdy

Miss Lamb's third grade class

•See Page 4

Miss Ellis' third grade class (continued)
My dad earns all the money in our family. He is the know it all man too. He's so
smart everyone calls him Hollywood. He
sometimes lets me help him build cabnits.
He sometimes gives me the opinion to
choose the color of the cabnits. I love my
dad more than anything.
Rachel Henderson

My dad comes home on week ends. So
I don't get to see him that moch. But i'm
glad he comes home on the week ends.
May 25, 2002 we got to go boating and
swiming on the lake. I miss him all the
time but sometimes I get to go to his apartment and stay with him.
Jax Richardson

My dad is the best because he takes me
fishing and hunting. My -dad is a hero
because he is a firefighter he could of went
to the world trade center. He teaches me
firefighter skills. He pertects me. He loves
me and I love him.
Robbie Jones

My dad is so awesamae! He rids my
two people gotcart and my scoter with me
he tacks me to football & bacsetball games.
He plays football with my frinds this
frinds. He gives me math promblus. We
play boxing we tackle each other.
Chance Robinson

My dad is special. He takes me fishing.
He taught me how to cast. He helps me
build stuff. He takes me camping and on
trips. Thats why he special.
Brandon Kipphut
My dad tought me how to ride my bike
when I kept crying he told me Lauren you
can do it. OK I'm going to push you on the
grass you go as fast as you can and don't
stop. He also tought me how to tie my
shoes. When I got so agrafated and I threw
my tinnis shoes on the floor. I love you
dad.
Lauren Owens
My dad is the best in the world. He will
take me to sports games and play sports
with me. He even takes me me to baseball
games in Alanta. My dad plays rackitball
with me. He makes a lot of funny jokes. If
he was not in the world I don't know what
I would do.
Mario Pannunzio
My dad is the best because he buys me
stuff I need and some stuff I want. He takes
me places and cares for me like no other
dad. He keeps me gessing. He helps me
when I need it. I love him and he loves me.
Ania Phillips

My dad loves me. He helps me get my
picting, throwing catching and bating
down in baseball. He loves me. My dd
plays games with me when I'm board. My
dad loves me and I love him. My dad &
mom give the best peresents in teh whole
entire nation. I love my dad with all heart.
Karlee Wilson

My dad is sweet. He makes me feel
comfortable. He takes me fishing. If I'm
sad and he walk in my room I'm not sad
any more. That why my paw is great. I love
my PaPPY.
Stormy Vibbert

DAD'S
DREAM
COME
TRUE...

My dad is super dad. He works midnights but he always has time for me. My
dad loves me becuase I'm the only girl in
my family & I love him. You love him so
so so so much.
Madison Schwettman
My dad is the greatest dad ever. He
takes me to play golf. He tells me how to
play golf beter, and he encourages me to do
stuff that is why I love my dad.
Jordan Smith

*Bring Your Dad For
Father's Day To Experience
Our Exquisite Buffet

I love my dad because last year he
saved his money and got me a new bike. I
love my dad a lot. I also love my dd
because he plays chech with me.
Mikel Stroup
My dad is awesome in many ways. He
will play catch with me and he troghs me in
the air. He takes me on trips he's taking me
to curent river this summer. He lets me go
to parties. My dad works hard each day.
When he's off work and Kagan and I get
home he'll plays with us. I love my dad
alot.
Rebecca Walker

*How About A Weekend
Getaway, Challenging Golf
Courses or Fishing On
Kentucky Lake With Our
Marina Boat Rentals

KY Dam Village &
State Park
US 641
Gilbertsville, KY 42044
80042541146

WWW

Kenlake State
Resort Park

kystateparks com

:i42 Kenlake Road
Hardin, KY 42048
800.325-0143
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Miss Lamb's third grade class (continued)
Do you know a man in your family that
cares for you. I do it's my dad. I love my
dad. He took me to Walt Disney World. He
even took me to see the Tennessee Titins.
He tought me how to play football. He
always helps me with my homework. He is
the best dad in the whole world. He's awesome! Shickill Davis

My dad is the most important person in
the world because he always takes care of
me. Even though he has three jobs he always
has time for my sister and me. I love my dad
more than anything else in the world. He
truly is the most important man in my life
and he always will be.
Danielle Dolack

I cheerish my dad because he goes out
of his way to be with me and my siblings.
My dad has spend alot of time on my
down hill durby car. Over the years. I
have realized that kids that don't have
fathers are not as happy. I will always
cheerish my father for making me happy.
Nathan Kennedy

MY dad is eaCeptionalfather because he
loves me and I love him. When ever I ask
him to play with me he always says yes.
Unless he has something to do but I understand. After he finishes working he always
plays with me. My dad is always helping me
with a problem I have daily. And I notice
each day that he devotes his time to helping
me and loving me. He's loved me all his life
and all mine. He's allways helping me when
I get hurt or I fall down off my bike from
going,up my ramp. He always helps me up.
I love him so much even though I act like I
don't. I will always love him and he'll
always love me. When he passes away I'll
always cherish thoughts happy, loveble
moments. Do you know where I'll keep
these thoughts? I'll keep them in my heart.
Lake Rigsby

- Do you know a man who is kind,
loveable, and playful? I don't know about
My dad is exceptional because he cares
am
I
you but I call that a father. When
for me. I do not know about you but that
ever hurt or sad he always there for me to means a lot to me. He is always there for
cheer me up. On Sundays when he is off me even when he is tired from work. I was
from work we sometimes wrestle togeth- scared when my stepmom was going to
er. I worried that my dad wouldn't have have a baby boy. I thought he would forget
time to play with me when my sister was I was even his daughter. But how I was
born. I was very wrong. My sister only wrong. He still loved me and cared. I love
wanted my mother not my dad. So I had him and I know he loves me a lot.
Jocelyn Dellinger
plenty of time to play with my dad. But
dad.
my
want
to
starting
is
now my sister
I bet that you think that every dad is
However, I still love my dad very much.
Alse he still has time to play with me. If I normal. Well, that's not true because my
didn't have my dad I wouldn't have a fun dad is an outstanding father. I cheerish and
friend to wrestle with. If I had to pick treasure him more than any man. If I didsomeone so important, I would pick my n't have a dad I wouldn't have a heart or a
life! Having a dad is like having a 2nd life
dad.
time. If I had a choice to be with someone
Caitland McClure
all day I would defenatly choose my dad.
Do you now a outstanding man how He works like a horse but when he comes
has raised a lot of children and now he is home he devotes his time to me. Some
helping to raise me? I call him a people don't have dads but if you had
grandady. When he comes to my house mine, you would cheerish him too! But
I'm glad. He tells jokes and talks about even if you did have a dad, my dad is the
General
cartoons with me. He also loves me a lot. best. He works as a manager at
sun but
boiling
hot
the
in
Sometimes
Tire.
He acts funny all the time.
foods
me
fixes
He
me.
for
he still has time
Robert Olive
life.
my
of
I like and he definately the man
Henry Rogers
Do you know an exceptional man

Do you know a man who is as loving as
mine is? Even though he works 9am to 9 pm
four days a week, he is there for me. He
always tries to get off work but sometimes it
does not work oui But when he does get off,
he spends most of his time with me. He plays
games on the computer with me even if he
does not like them. He is a treasure to me. He
is more valuable than anything else on the
earth. That is why he loves me and I love
him.
Landon Russell
Have you ever had somone you loved?
Well if you don't know who it is, it is your
father. The reason I love my father is because
he is very nice. I love my dad because he
loves me and cares for me. When I'm said he
cheires me up. He's so nice he lets me rent
N-64's(Nintendo 64). I love my dad because
he is very funny and inteligeni Without my
dad I wouldn't have a heart. I love my dad
because he is a plane ordanary old dad.
Niko Sikkel

who comes from work and gives his son a
great big hug? I don't know about you but
I call that man my dad. I cheerish my dad
because he loves me and he cares for me.
Whenever I need a great friend he is
there. He works two jobs, but still has
time to play with me and relax with me.
I'm positive you can see why I consider
my dad for most outstanding father.
Harley Deines

Happy Father's Day From Our Family To Yours!
From arranging playdates, to reading bedtime stories, today's dads are more involved in child-rearing
than ever before. So for all the responsibilities they
take on their shoulders, we'd like to salute dads everywhere for the important jobs they do in protecting and
nurturing our nation's most valuable assets — our
children.

hill Funeral Home
J.H. Churc
Terry & Karen Isaacs — Owners
201 S. 3rd St.

753-2411

I admire my dad because he is a great
role model for me. He is always there for
me. He always keeps his promises and
never lets me down. My dad will always
be important to me. I think my dad is the
best man I know. I will always treasure
my dad and I will always be his big girl. I
love my dad.
Naomi Cartagena
My dad is special to me because he is
always there for me. He works all day at
school and comes home exhausted. After
a few hours he becomes energized like
the energizer bunny. When time comes he
will help me. He buys me things with
love and care. When he has enough
money for the movies he will take me.
That's why I love my dad.
Jakob Klossner-Read
Do you know an outstanding man? I
don't know about you but I think that's
my personal dad. When ever I need a man
talk I can always count on him. He
always accepts the challenge. My dad
works at Briggs and Stratton. When he
comes home he is very exhausted because
it is 11:00. I was very sad when my little
brother was born because he ws paying a
lot of attention to him. But I was very
worng! When my brother got two my dad
started to play more with me. I'm shure
that now everyone likes my dad.
Christopher Armstrong

My dad is exceptional because he is
always there for me. He works all day but
even when he is exhausted he always has
time to play with me. Sometimes he
on the trampoline after working.
jumps
I love my dad because if my dad wasn't
spends equal amounts of time
always
He
here I would'nt be here either. My dad is
and me. He is always able
sister
my
with
always there for me when I am sad. Even
He is the most outstandup.
me
though we sometimes fight I still love him. to cheer
When I crawl into his lap and put my head ing dad in the world!
Hunter Houck
on his chest and feel the pounding of his
heart it makes me feel good inside. I'm
My dad is important to me because he
very thankful for my dad because he works
me every sport I know. He trained
taught
and keeps the family going. I love my dad.
me to play sports well. Mostly he has
Megan Carlson
helped me with football, basketball, and
I will always cheerish my dad because golf. Now I know that I will one day be a
he will always be there for me. He will pro basketball player. It's not just because
always be in my heart. You would want of the sports that my dad is great. It's
this dad because once he saved my life. It because he shows me love everyday.
Travis Garland
all started when I was a little girl. I jumped
in the deep end of the pool and he saw me
I cherish my dad because he is the
drowing. He jumped in the pool and swan
unique person in the world. My
most
end
the
in
deep
me
saw
end.
He
deep
to the
is a miracle man who runs the
father
breeth.
could
I
so
me
up
and he brought
no other. Even though he's so
like
house
That is how my dad saved my life. He was
scared when that happened and if you had busy he can always take a break to play
this dad you would be happy. He has blond with me. He makes the best meals in the
hair and tan skin. I think the color of his world. He made me the man I am now. He
eyes are brown. He is a nice father and you made me a great gentleman. Now you
know why I cherish my father.
would want Scott for a dad.
Robert Cignoni
Brittany Hill
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FATHER'S DAY

Murray Hementars
Miss Reid's Third Grade Class
Thank you for helping me with me math
and homework. Thank you for teaching me
soccer!! Thank you for getting me a private
soccer coach that was a player once. I love
you Dad. Happy Father's Day!!
Alex Bokeno
I love you. I like it when you take me
fishing. Thank you for giting us a new
house.
Dominik Mikulcik
I love my dad because he dose stuff
with me. He plays soccer and he dose stuff
like plays sports with me. I like to play
with him all the time and he is my dad
because he dose stuff with me all the time.
Tiffany Thomas
Hi my name is Zori Taylor, and I'm'
going to tell. you about my dad. My dad is
nice, kind, loving, and caring. My dad will
ride fourwheeler's with me. and he will go
fishing with me. I'll never forget my dad.
My dad is my dad and I'll never wish for
another one. I love my dad. Happy Father's
Day!
Zori Taylor
I love you alot because you go hunting
with me, when I'm sick you help me get
better, and because you are my dad. If I
could choose with person I wanted for a
dad it would be Kenneth Luelet Donelson.
Colby Donelson

1

I love you verry, verry much. Thank
you for all you have bought me. I hope you
bring my brother and presents for me. I'm
having a spongebob party.
Amanda Greene
I love you dad. I had fun at Mama and
Papa's house. Brian. Nathan and I had fun
playing in Ant Deby's garage. Thanks for
letting me get the toys yesterday.
Roger Graves
I like it when you take me fishing. And
when you play games with me. And I love
you a lot because your my dad.
Landon Boggess
Hello my name is Lindsey Capps and I
am going to talk about my father Hal
Capps. Sometimes we watch the sunset.
My dad also helps me with tennis. He is a
caring and loving father. My father is an
eye doctor in the Harts Opthalmology. I
love my father and if! had to pick another
one it would be him! Happy Father's Day!
Lindsey Capps

Miss Reid's Third Grade Class
Thank you for taking such great care of
me. I am glad you are my dad because you
help me with my sports, you take me hunting, and fishing. You also let me shoot
muzleloaders, shotguns, rifles.
Blake Maness

I love you and I have something to tell
you. I have always liked playing with you
and I whant to thank you for being there
when I fall. I also whant to thank you for
protecting when I am scered.
Alysha F. Bradley

Hi my name is Melody John. I want to
tell you about my father. He's nice he's
cool and he's funny and he takes us to the
park or the restraunt. And my dad will be
my dad fore ever. I love my dad.
Melody Charmain John

Thanks for letting me come over your
house, and taken me to Pileie's and the
park to get some fresh air, and play basketball.
Cedric Cherry

I love you dad because you are my
father! I don't love you for the toys you
buy me and not because of treats but
because you are my parent. I would never
trade you for anyone else. Why well it's
because I love you. I don't want to give
you up for anything in the world.
Meg O'Brien

Happy Father's Day. I love you
becaues you are so special to me. Thank
you for my fan and my Nintendo 64. You
are the best dad ever. I love you so much.
Jordan Brock

Dear Frank,
Thanks for helping me. For going fishing. I relley ejoy that. And thanks for helping put that bed toghere. I relley had fun
with you that day.
Taylor Smith
I enjoy playing sports with you. Your
fun to be around. When I need help with
somthing your always there. I'm glad your
my dad.
Ryan Kelly

I'd just like to take a moment to tell
you how much I truly love you. If I had to
pick my favorite Dad I'd go write to you.
You have a very good sense of hummer
and entertain our family very well. You
earn enough money to put food on the
table, and have some left over for fun
stuff. Anyway I'm saying happy Father's
Day!
Ian Holmes

love you very much for taking me to
the movies, park, swimming and fishing.
Thank you for helping me with my homework and study for a test.
Patric Barnum
I love you a lot. You take very good
care of me. You work very hard to buy
things for me. You buy things for me
when it is my birthday. When I get my
allowance I will go to the stor and buy
you flowers.
Kendra Thomas

I love you so much. You take me fishing
and you'always help me when I need help.
You also help me on my math homework
you sit down and explain it as best as you
can. You also bye me things you are handsom and smart. But thats not the reason I
love you. I love you because you are careing, loving, and you protect me when you
are gone at night I'm scared because you
protect me. I love you dad.
Elizabeth Brewer

from all of us at..

HAPPY FATHER'S DAY
612 S. 9th St •Murray. KY•753-5719
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Miss Wildey's Third Grade Class
I love my dad because he plays with me
and he lets me go outside and he lets me
play the game and he takes me places. He
lets me take the water hose out and he
sprays me with it on hot hot hot hot days.
That's why I love my dad.
Done11 Roger
I love my Dad because when I am feeling sad he is all was there for me and when
I am sick he takes care of me and when
something is broke he helps me fix it. I am
so thinkful I got you this is why I am writeing to you. I will all was love you.
Jonathan Thomas
I love my dad because he takes me to
cool places. He sometimes takes me to the
park. He used to stand outside with me
while I was waiting for the bus when I was
little. He helped me not to be scared when
the F-5 tornado came. He tells me what's
wrong from right. He even cleans out the
fish tank! But the reason that I love him is
that he loves me.
Devon Murphy
I love my dad because he take my to
plases like to the move. He is a very nice
dad to me. Takes care of me and that why I
love my dad. He is a nice dad.
Jordan Kendley
I love my dad because he is nice to me
and he buys me close and takes me out to
eat. I love him.
Michael Foster
I love my dad because he takes care of
me. I love my dad because he is good to
me. I love my dad because he takes me to
Wal-Mart to get stuff I need. I love my dad
beacuse he sends me to Florida every summer. That is why I love my dad.
Mackenzie Webster
I love my dad becaus he loves me. He
to me and does me favors all the
nice
is
time. But most of all I love my dad becaus
he is my dad.
Darius Nabavi

Miss Wildey's Third Grade Class
I love my dad because he cares about
me. Sometimes he takes me to his work at
Mattel. He takes me to Wall Mart to go
shopping together. He takes me to go to the
movies. And takes me to Cub Scouts. That
is why I love my dad.
Michael Warren
I love my dad because he got me a
scooter. I love my dad because he got me a
pet bunny. I love my dad because sometimes he bys me toys sometime with his
money. I love my dad because he got me a
go carte and a little three wilier. I love my
dad because sometimes he gives me something of his. I love my dad because he is
sometimes funny, grazy, silly, and wild.
That's why I love my dad. I thank my dad
is the best dad every.
Chelsea Deshields

I love my dad because I can depend
on him. I love my dad because he is nice.
I love my dad because he loves me. I love
my dad because he likes all my freinds
and family. I love my dad because he
takes me places. I love my dad because he
lets me swim in our pool. I love my dad
because he lets me have good privlegies.
Now this is why I love my dad.
Gregory Hayden

I love my dad because he loves me
and I love him. He takes care of me. I also
love him because I do. Thanks dad.
Zach Warren

He tacks care of me. He let's me go
place. He does give me wipeins in other
words whenever I get in trouble. He helps
me with my work. Most of all why I love
my dad is he spoils me.
Lauren Cole

FATHER'S DAY SPECIALS
Seiko, Citizen & Pulsar

WATCHES

70%
Through

OFF

JEWELERS

Bankruptcy

The resent I love my dad is cause he
helps me with my home work know mater
what kind of home work it is he is like a
older brother to me and waches out for
me. He helps me build things and takes
care of me when I am sick. I love him, he
loves me. It's hard for me to explan why
I love my dad and dad I love you.
Jacob Shope

I love my dad because he helps me with
baseball and plays games with me. I love
my dad because he does lots of things with
me. He also rents me video games and
movies. He takes me to arcades. He also
tought me to play pool. That is why I love
my dad.
Garret Wright

June 30th

Ladies Watches Included

CHESTNUT HILLS S/C
HWY 641
MURRAY, KY

I love my dad because he gave me a
bike. When I raced against my sister I
broke my inner tube he bought me a new
one and he cleaned me up when I was
bleeding in a bike race. He lets me ride in
his truck. And he lets me hunt with him.
Those are very good reasons.
Michael Chase Bolen

This is why I love my dad. I love my
dad because in the summer he takes me to
the pool. He also takes me to the bowling
ally. He takes me to the library to get my
favorite animal books.
Ruby Weatherbee

I love my dad because he's always
there for me. He takes me camping and
fishing, he pull spliners out of my foot
after I jump roap bear foot. He toat Me
my math facts. He (oat me how to use a
computer and how to ride a bike and how
to play basketball. I love my dad no
mader what.
Megan McBee
I love my dad because I look up to
him. He takes me to the pool on hot days.
He cooks for me and he buys me things.
He also takes me places I want to go.
That's why I love my dad. Happy
Father's Day!
Hannah McAllister
I love my dad becase he loves me and
I love him becase he bise me stuf and
moves. And becase he eats lunch with me
and gets me pets. And he plays with me.
And most important he give me huggs
and kisses every morning, huggs and
kisses every day and huggs and kisses
every night. And even if I do not win at a
copitesin he is still there to congragletat
me. I love you dad.
Chloe Betts
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Miss Dawson's Third Grade Class
I feel like that your always there to make
me happy. And we always do things together like rent games and movies to play and
watch. Also you play Nintendo 64 with me
and I also really like to play in the pool with
you. And I love you bunches and bunches.
Matthew Campbell
I love you and your the best. Because
you and me play bascetball, go fishing, and
last but not lest we go on vactions together.
Do you remember when you helped me ride
a bike? Well I sure do I just kept falling off.
And of course you don't make me worrie at
all in storms. And I like when you give me
those hugs. You give those bestest feelings
a person could ever have from you.
Samantha Mauney
Thank you for loving me. Thank you
for helping me with my home work and for
promising me that you said you would take
me hunting sometime and for letting me
drive myself to school, and for you to love
me. Thank you for playing with me when
I'm bord, and for teaching me to swim. I
love you so much.
Olivia Houston
I love you. You are the gratesed. I like
it when you take me to the park. I like it
when you let me sleep longer then I'm spos
to. You are funny and nice. You help me
with my home work. You cook the greatest
food. I relly relly relly love you.
Alex Bloodworth
I love you so much you are the best dad
I have ever had. I'm glad you taught me
how to ride my bike and I'm glad you worrie about me. I like it when you play games
together and with Samantha and Michelle. I
like it when we have picnics. I like it when
we talk about some things. I love you!
Sarah Stanley
I'm glad that you woried about me and
that you help me on home work. The things
we do are the best because there my faviret
games like driving our bikes down the road
and bord games. I like when we have a war
in the kitchen and have a tickle fight. I'm
glad your my dad. I love you.
Justin Kalberer
Thank you for teaching me how to
hunt. Thank you for buying me things. I'm
glad that you are my dad. We have a lot of
fun together.
Alec Staples
I know we do stuf together. I like to do
stuf together. I would like to go deer huting
when I git my hunting lisin. I want you to
git a shuting targit. I love you a whole
buchis.
Josh Addison
Dear Poppy,
Poppy I love you. You make me laugh.
You take our family on vacations. I love
you. You take us to church, you play Phase
Ten with our family. Thank you for being
my coach. Your cooking is excellent. You
are really really really nice. I like your black
hair, and a brown gotey.
Drew Kelleher

Miss Dawson's Third Grade Class
Dear Uncle Jason you are nice to me.
We have fun times together. When we go
to the story you sometime get me stufe
and sometime you do not. But I will
alway love you Uncle Jason. Jason you
are spashly I like the way you ticle me
and rase with me. You are the best uncle
ever.
Eboni Blanton
I love you! I love you becase when
you spank me that mease you care about
me, and won't me to grow up right. When
we go fishing I like when you call the fish
gogel eyes. That's funney. I am glad that
you spend so much time with me. Thack
you for tacking me to my baseball games
and practices. You are the best dad in the
world!
Amanda Winchester
I love you because your always there
for me like when I'm sick you give me
medicine. I like to fish with you, and I
think your my good luck charm because I
always cetch big fish when your there. I
also like to golf with you and basketball
and soccer and baseball and tennis and
many more things. I love you and I
always will!
Sarah Wooten
Thanks for taking me on trips. I love
you. And for taking me in the creek. Its
really cool. And I love going to baseball
games. Its fun working in the garden. And
I like riding the tractor sometimes. I love
you.
Daniel Hughes
You help me with my homework
sometimes. You are nice to me. You take
me fishing. You take me to the park. You
let me play your Playstation 2. You cook.
Sometimes you play baseball in the yard.
Sometimes my dad is the best dad in the
whole wide world.
Dillon Garland

Dad youre nice. You play baseball with
me and I like when you play it makes me
feel good and also when you play the PS2
with me it makes me feel good. Your hair
looks like a bronshew color to me. I like
that your tall. I think I am going to be taller
than you.
Logan Cole

I love you. Thank you for taking me to
Six Flags. I remember when we went to
Kentucky Lake to go fishing. Thank you for
taking me to my ball games. And thank you
for teaching me how to play baseball. You
are the best dad ever. I love you a lot.
Robby DeBoer

•See Page 8

Tough Name.
Tough Equipment.

141 Chain Saw - 16"

136 Chain Saw - 14"

•2.4 cu. in. - 2.5 hp •Inertia chain brake
•Lifetime ignition warranty

•2.2 cu. in. - 2.2 hp •Inertia chain brake
•Lifetime ignition warranty

$219"

$179"

345 Chain .ow - 16"

340 Chain Saw - 16"

• 7 cu. in. - 3.0 hp •Inertiachain brake
•Lifetime ignition warranty

•2.5 Cu. in. - 2.7 hp •Inertia chain brake
•Lifetime ignition warranty

$279"

$259"

350 Chain Saw - 18"
•i.o cu. in. - 3.1 hp 'Inertia chain brake
•Lifetime ignition warranty

55 Rancher - 18"
•3.2 Cu. in. - 3.3 hp 'Inertia chain brake
•Lifetime ignition warranty

299" Husqvarna'339"

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
hestnut Street • Murray, KY • 1270/ 753-2571 • Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-:1

p.m
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Miss Pierce's Third Grade Class
Cam is the closest thing to a dad. He's is
almost my dad, I am going to see him in
October. So all I do is wright him letters or
talk on the phone. He's getting out ofjail in
five years. By the time I will be 14.
Jade Cox
I love Sandy because she is very nice to
me. She has a baby named Cain. I think he is
cute. I love him very much. She always
offercers me some thing. I think she is polite.
She is my mom's firend. I love them both
very, very. very, much.
Corey Hatcher

410.

I love my dad because he helps me a lot
• evem when !don't need it. It does not matter
about Money. or the stuff he buy's me. What
matters is that his there for me and if he was
not here 1 would not be here. I know that I do
not listen sometimes and he gits on to me but
1 know he still loves me and I love him and
and if anyting I did made him go awawy I
would never forgive myself. I love my mom
and my dad and I will risk my life for them.
Amber Sanders
I love my dad because he's cool and neat
sometimes but he's always tired all the time
when he comes in but I love my dad very
much so much and all the time.
Shawnna Parker
I love him because he helps me with my
homework he plays with me and the dog of
couse but he is great and the is a good dad.
We play fight and play nintendo 64. And he
very very grat.
Nicholas Crass
I love my daddy because he protects me
from danger. He also loves me. He also cares
for me. He bought me a horse for Christmas
and my birthday. He's realy nice to me and
works hard.
Megan Gilbert
I love him because he loves me. He buys
me food. He lets me ride in the truck. We
love each other.
David Dodd

Miss Pierce's Third Grade Class
I love my dad becouse he tries to be a
great example for three children, two boys
and one girl. I'm glad he's my dad becouse
he's nise and loving and loveable and he tries
to be a calm and a sweet dad. I am glad he's
my dad. I love him very much and know he
loves me too.
Carlie McCuiston

I love my dad because he bought me a
horse when I needed one to go riding. he also
bought me a saddle for Christmas. It was the
best Christmas present I have ever got. He
also helps me with my homework, when I
need help. He's always there when I'm hurt
or I'm scared. He's a caring Dad and that is
why I love him. Love you very much.
McKaylon Wilson

I love my dad because he spends time
with me whenever he is home. We get to go
swimming together inthe summer. We get to
go tomy Uncle's house and go fishing when
ever I want to. I love my dad because he
loves me and is my dad.
Chris Owen

I love my dad because he cook's for me,
and he buy's me toy's. He let's me go over to
my friends house and he is nice to me.
Kyle Underhill

I love my dad because he makes me
laugh and he is nice. He buys me lots of
things and he gives me money also. He gives
me 10 dollar bills and 5 dollar bills.
Monica Delacruz

He plays Nintendo with me. We like to
play all kinds of games. Sometimes he
takes me fishing. I love going fishing but
sometimes I get a sunburn.
Hunter Williams
I love my Grandpa because he loves
me and takes very good care of me and
when I am sick he's always there and when
I need to go somewhere he takes me there.
He loves me very very much, and I will
always love him forever and ever and ever.
Ashleigh Eldridge
My dad cares for me. I love him very
much because he is the only dad I got. He
is a hard worker. He helps with my home
work. My dad lets me have an allowance
every Friday.
David Lawrence

My grandpa is always there for me.
Everytime I need him I get him. I love my
grandpa because my grandpa is very very
nice and sweet. I love my very very much I
wowldn't trad my grandpa for 1,000 dollars.
He is the best grandpa I have had in my
whole life.
Courtney Lamb

•See Page 9

Miss Dawson's third grade class (continued)
I love4ou a ton. Your the best dad in the
world! I like that you help me with homework. I loved when you taught me how to

ride my bike. I love when we play games.
Katrina Olson

When Mom's Happy...

Dad's Happy!
Bring her on out to the
Red Barn ifshe hasn't
already been!

I'm writing you a letter to thank you for
taking care of me when I was sick. Thank
you for helping me do my choirse and my
homework. Sometimes you make me cry.
Because you love me so much. Your really
good when you take care of me. What I
really love the most is when you give me
hugs and kisses and you alway worry for
me. I love the way you have glasses,
ornouge hair and blue eyes. I also love
when we do lots of stuff together. Like
going swiming, singing together. I like
when we play game like Candyland, Ono,
Skipo, Clue, hide and go seek, cortune tag.
That why I love you so much.
Candace Jacobson

•

NEW SHIPMENTS DAILY...
NOT THE SAME'OL STUFF!

RED DAVIN

Silver Jewelry • Fountains
Candles • Concrete Statuary
Garden Art & Gazing Balls
and much, much more!
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I love you so much. I liked when we
went to Disnyland we swam in the ocen. I
like when we play gietar together. We also
played creed, Metalica, and Kiss. That was
realy cool.
Zachary Jones

I love you daddy. You make me happy.
And you make me laugh. You take me to
Wallmart and win me toys out of the
machine. You took me to Pawprints the
other day. You are the greatest dad in the
world. You are going to take me to a rock
concert. You let me have a baby guinea
pig. You are very nice daddy. You take me
to KFC all the time.
Khrystal Seavers
I love you and this is why... You are
the greatest dad, I like it when you play 1
on 1 basketball with me. You are the best
little league baseball coach I know. You
are really nice and funny. I liked it when
you took me to an Atlanta Braves game.
You make the best hamburgers ever. I
love you!
David Vinson
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North Elementary
Miss Price's Third Grade Class
I love my dad because he is nice to me
in a special way. Sometimes he lets me get
away with things. He buys me stuff. He
plays with me.
Dakota Erwin
I love my dad because he lets us go
skating all the time that we are with him on
Friday, Saturday, and Sunday. Sunday right
after skating we go to the Paggalies all the
time. We also get to go to my cousin's
house and he lets us stay there with her
kids.
Augusta Walker
I love my dad because 1 would't be here
in this world if he was not here. The high
school would not be clean if he was not
here. He is my best tearusre.
Sean Scott
I love my dad because he plays with me
and he is funny. I also love him because he
makes me smile when I frown. But most of
all I love him because he's dad.
Lauren Johnson
I love my dad because I am his right
hand man. He also takes me to the fox pen
and he also takes me hunting with him. We
do every thing together. He even lets me
aks the man that is in charge if I can stay
with him.
. Latoshia Hopkins
I love my dad because he's the smart one
in the family and he teaches me alot about
motors. He teaches almost every one in the
house except my mom. He's the best man
ever and the best dad a person can ever
have. If you want someone to fix your
motor then ask my dad.
Patrick Kelly
I love my dad because he's always there
for me. He taught me how to ride my bike
and drive a four wheeler too. He likes to
play around with me and scare me a lot. I
will love my dad forever more and for all
my life.
Samantha Darnell

Miss Price's Third Grade Class
I love my father because he is a good
father to me. He calls me kookie. I only see
him in the summer and the winter. He
makes me feel like home again.
Sarah Jones
I love my dad because he's nice, caring,
and helpful. He takes me skating, bowling,
and swimming. He let my best friends
come over.
Taylor Fike
I love my dad because he helps make me
who I am now. He said he loves me so
much he would risk his life for me. I would
too. I love him.
Tisha Dawson

I love my dad because he plays with me
and he is very funny. He taught me how to
play basketball. I love him very much. My
dad is cool.
Darcy Stephenson
I love my dad because he is nice. He is
funny. I love his jokes. I love it when he
does stuff with me. My dad is my hero. I
love my dad so much.
Daniel Hale

I love my dad because he plays with me
He wakes me up when I have to. He tell
me to go to bed. He lets me wash the car
He takes me places.
Brittnie Miller

•See Page 10

"Dad's rife At glendale Place 9s Oetter Than Ever!"

I love my dad because he is a lot of fun.
He lets me and my sister do cool things. My
dad got us a four wheeler. I'm glad I've got
the dd I've got.
Hailey Tubbs

Miss Pierce's third grade class
(continued)
I love my dad because he lets me ride
my bike in the driveway. Sometimes, he lets
me go across the road to my friends house.
Sometimes he takes me on a vacation.
Nathaniel Tucker
Dad hlep me with me homewoke ver
day his isn he rede the outo. Dad likes me,
dad fork collre is lite blue it is hei fare colre.
I love dad
Sara Alsaeed
My dad is the greatest dad in the world.
He likes to go fishing and sharpen his
knives, he works at Briggs adn Stratton. He
makes morter. My dad and melike to go
fishing and ride in my granddaddies boat.
Dad and me love each other very much and
I hope he'll always be with me.
Jonathan Burkeen

I love my dad because he speial to me.
He is a hard worker who has children to
take care of. He is a nice and gentleman. I
love him so much. He especally works hard
at work.
Michelle Kirk
I love my dad because he let's me go
fishing any time I want to. He love's to play
Dominoes with me and he help's me play
my game boy and Trouble S Nintendo and
he love's to go swimming with me I love
you dad more than anything in this world
and dad I will alway have my dad.
Al ,ssa Chambers
I love my dad. He is very cool. I do fun
stuff with my dad. I lovemy dad a lot and he
is my best buddy. He is very nice tome.
Eric Thurmond

-Butch Seargent
son of Forrest "Serge- Seargent
Glendale Place resident since 1999

At Glendale Place, residents can enjoy a carefree
independent lifestyle or choose additional Assisted Living
Services when needed.
Meals, housekeeping, transportation, activities and a
caring staff— all at an affordable price!
For more information on how good senior living can
be call 759-1555 today.

905 Glendale Road
Murray, KY 42071
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Miss Berhow's Third Grade Class
I love my dad. He is cool, funny, and
helps me with my home work all the time
He takes me to DQ after soccer all the time
Whenever I am sad he talks to me about it
And thats why I love my dad:
AshtOn Paschall
My dad does everything for me. He
gives me every thing. That's why I'm good
for him. My dad helps me on my homework.. He takes The places like 4he movies
and out to eat and he gives me money to go
skating. My dad is very cool and nice. He
is very g(i)d at things and he is very nice to
lily friends.
Amber Jones
My dad always makes me laugh. Or
he'll make me sad. Most of the time he
makes me happy. He's special to me.
Aaron Littlepage
I love my dad because he works day or
night. But when he comes back he is still
the same person.
Jon Edwards

Miss Berhow's Third Grade Class
I love my dad. He helps me on my
home work. I love him a lot he is really
nice. For his living he plays paintball &
cleans up cars.
Jessica Calhoon

love my dad. I barely get to see him
because he's at work but that's fine. He
helps me with my homework and we talk
sometimes.
Tiffany Franklin

My dad is the best because he helps. me
with my homework. He helps me make
breakfast, and helps me with the eggs.
Kody Stevens

•See Page 11

Miss Price's third grade class (continued)
I love my dad becouse he taught me how
to weld on cars. He showed me how to
drive his old truck. I love my dad becouse

My dad loves me and I love my Dad
very much. My dad is cool! He takes me
hunting. He also takes me to ride 4-wheelers. My dad is the best!!!
Matthew Conner

he takes me places.
Zach Carter

Our Dad is the GREATEST!
For all those dads that Nork hard
at being the greatest

WE HAVE A SURPRISE
FOR YOU!!!

12 oz. Ribeye

'9.99
Including Bakery 8, Dessert Bar

AfAiviase Feemciek's DAY/

Hwy. 641 S.
Bel-Air Center

753-0440

I love my dad because he works hard for
our family. He is a wonderful dad that loves
me. When he smiles he looks really nice.
He is a little late for work because he takes
me to school. And he does all that because
he loves me.
Rebekah Burkeen

I love my dad because he takes me
places where we can have fun together.
I love my dad Bryan. He is the best dad
Sometimes we go fishing, four-whelling. in the intire universe. He even plays footWe do everything together. He is always ball with me. Sometimes he lets me drive
there for me. He takes care of me. There the boat at the lake. He takes me hunting.
is no other person better than my dad.
I love him and I know he loves me. I will
always depend on my dad.
Kody Rudolph
Jake Hutchinson
Police
a
is
he
because
dad
my
I love
I love my dad becaues he buys me
Officer. He loves to work. He was looking
a dirt bike, and a four wheeler. He
toys,
for a bad guy and he saw a car behind a
me to he St. Louies racers. My dad
takes
shead. He ran the license plate number and
takes me to the fair ground to see the
it came up to another car. He knocked on races. I like my dad •alot.
the door for a couple of minetes. He went
Tyler Morton
across the road for awhile, then the bad guy
ran out and jumped in the car and started
I love my dad because he is loving and
the chase. The bad guy came up to a dead caring to me. His name is Jeffrey Nelson
end. The bad guy and my dad jumped out Eldridge. He can be mean somtimes, but
their cars and ran in the woods. They came he is mostly nice. My dad is just the best
up to a creek and the bad guy jumped and dad ever.
Jordan Eldridge
my dad did too and my dad fell on a rock
and twisted his ankle.
I love my dad because he buys me
Shawn Bearsby
games. I love my dad because he lets with
him. I love my dad because he got me a
He is the easy one. When I want some- new 4-wheeler. I love my dad because he
thing I go to him. He loves me. Also he is takes me to wal-mart.
Justin Hargrove
really really sweet and kind. He babies me.
Bu the lives five hours away in Sumerset,
My dad is a nice guy. And he is a good
Kentucky so I don't get to see him that
I like when my dad helpsme at
worker.
much. I get away with things. Like I said he
home. My dad is at work today to get us
is the easy one.
money. My dad is a godo guy because he
Samantha Logan
takes care of me and Momma.
Dustin Murray
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Miss Crick's Third Grade Class
I like my dad because he is a great chess
player. He is a teacher at the Murray State
University. In Canada, my Dad takes me
swimming. boating, and sometimes fishing.
He also likes to play football. I like my Dad
very much.
Robbie Canning
Well my dad done lots of stuff for me. He
taught me how to play chakers. He takes me
fishing with him some tims. He helps me
with my homework. He sometimes takes me
some where we don't plan to go to. He is
very very calm.
Aaron Clark
I love my dad because he takes me to
DQ. He loves me like I love him. When I was
five I'd play with his arm named Chedar. We
love each other. We were playing catch one
day and he hit me in the head.
Kelsey Clere

Miss Crick's Third Grade Class

•See Page 12

Miss Berhow's third grade class (continued)
I love my dad very much! He is nice. He
takes me and my brother Jeremy places a lot
to ride horses. Like every weekend!!! He is
really, really cool!!! I have a lot, lot, lot, lot,
lot of fun when I'm with him!!!
Alesha 0'Bryan
I love my dad because he is nice. He is
good to me and he plays baseball with me.
He gives me things if I be good. I love him
very much. He gives me allowance and I can
buy many things.
Chelsea Boyd
My dad lets we ride his bike in the drive
way. He lets me climb in grain bins and he
lets me drive a loader. I love my dad so much
I'm glad he's my dad.
David Stokes
I love my dad because he is nice and he
plays sports with me like basketball and
baseball and other things.
Jeremy Pruitt
I love my dad because he's funny, we allways go for walks. He's fun. He plays frisbee
and soccer with me. He's very nice and he
play nintendo with me. He's nice. I love him
very much.
Ryan Thurman
My dad is caring and loving, and he does
alot of stuff with me like practice baseball
and take me places. He gives me allowance
and he takes me out to eat some time. My
dad's name is Emey Roy Johnson and he is
pretty nice to people. I love him very much
so much more than the whoel wide world. I
love you dad!
Donald Johnson
I love my dad because he plays with me,
he helps me practice, and he helps me with
my homework. He got me a big desk for
Christmas and he gets me a lot of stuff for
my birthday. He lets me go to people's houses and spend the night with them. He is very
nice to me.
Taylor Armstrong

My daddy is nice. He takes us fishing.
He buys us stuff. I love my daddy because
he is very very smart, nice and he helps me
with my homework. He let me get a new
puppy and let me keep my kittens. He is
very nice.
Jessica Fortner

I love my dad because he plays the
Playstation with me and he fixes my bike.
He buys me ice cream and he lets me walk
down and see the horses. Most of all he
loves me too!
Victoria Jackson

I love my dad because when my stepbrother and stepsister are being mean, my
dad helps me. My dad loves me more than
anyone in the whole world. I love you
dad.
Ciera Gobert

My dad Ray likes to wrestle with me
and my brother. Sometimes when we wrestle my brother and me get hurt because he
does the claw. So it really hurts. Well not
that much.
Cassie Collins
I love my dad because he always takes
me to.soccer practice. He takes me out to
eat on my birthday. I like when he wrestles
with me. And when he hugs me. I like
when he lets me have friends over. He's the
best dad ever.
Melina Dodd
I love my dad because he is a really
good dad. He keeps clothes on our backs, a
roof over my heads and food in my tummy.
Jenny Sabinske

GAS
TRIMMER
FS55

km°
igesic°
GAS BLOWER

149"

BG55
$149

I love my dad. He gives me an
allowance. He is sweet and caring and he
takes me to the basketball games and football games. He's great!
Caleb Mason

CHAIN SAW
017
"jL5D

I love my dad because he takes me out
golfing. When he takes me and my mom
out to eat at Captain D's and he gets a 3
piece fish dinner and I get shrimp, he is
also a good reader and when he's home he
reads to me. That is why I love him as
much as I do.
Candyce Chambers

$15995

MURRAY HOMES AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
Chestnut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-2571 • Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3 pan
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Miss Crick's third grade class (continued)
love my dad because he is always kidding around and likes to do fun stuff with
me. I like it when I get home he gives me a
hug and a kiss. My dad makes great hamburgers, steaks and fish. When I go places
with him he makes the trip really fun. And
sometimes when we are fishing he'll make
a bet, If I catch more fish than my brother. I
get a dollar. If I catch a bigger fish than my
brother. I get a dollar. That's why I love my
dad.
Marci Crouch
I love my dad beacause he does alot of
stuff with math and other things. And like
when my dad plays soccer, backetball, football. And my dad play frisbee too. I love my
dad because he does jacke and other funny
things. My dad watches movies with me.
And my dad takes me and brother to school.
I love my dad because he loves me.
America Dominguez
I like my dad because he taught me how
to do a layup.
I also like him because he taught me how
to do a jump shot and a freethrow shot.
Sometimes he lets me go to work with
him,and he lets me get any playstation game.
If I use my own money.
Taylor Dumas
I love my dad because he is there for me.
My dad is great because he spends time with
me. He is a great dad! He does everything
with me! He would not let me watch bad
movies. Sometimes he lets me watch sacray
movies but only sometimes. There are so
many reasons why I love my dad. My dad
takes me places.
Meagan Edwards

I love my Gandpa because he taught
me how to herd cattle and how to pick
strawberries and watermelons. He also
taught me how to ride a horse. He taught
me how to plant gardens and how wide
they should be. I go there every day after
school. That's why I love my Gandpa.
Samantha George

My dad loves me because we talk
together. We watch movies together. He
teaches me not to watch movies he knows
will scare me such as Jeepers Creepers
and X-Files. He picks up the yard with
me. I love my dad cause he spends time
with me.
Samuel Johnson

I love my dad because he spends a lot
of time with me. We go hunting together.
Once I was with him he shot but it didn't
hit the deer but we still had fun. He taught
me how to do a move in baseball he plays
basketball with me all the time. Me and
my dad have fun together all the time.
Brock Simmons

I love my dad because he takes me
hunting and somtimes golf. He lets me
play basketball, baseball and football. He
takes care of me and plays all sort of
games with me. He takes me on the 4
wheeler, fishing. He teaches me how to
mow.
Hunter Henson

My dad is very nice because he loves
me. When my dad drives the truck home
he gets the mulch off the truck. He lets me
ride with him in the truck. I love my dad
because he tucks me in at night.
Danielle Hall

My dad helps me when Im stuck in the
tree. I love my dad because he tucks me
into bed. My dad gives me hugs and kisses. My dad plays softball with me. He
drives me places. He cooks for me.
Kara Smith

My dad is special because he is the
best dad in the world. He loves me and I
love him. He is funny and cool. He
always helps me out when I am having
problems. When I am cold, he warms me
up. He spends time with me and plays
with me. Sometimes he leaves for business trips, but he always brings me back a
present. He is nice to me. That is why I
love my dad.
Jade Primicias
I love my dad because he raises me. I
appreciate everything he's done for me. I
love him with all my heart. If he dies he
will still be in my heart. I am thankful for
the toys he has given me.
DeJenae Jackson

"Home of the
Ultimate in
Custom Framing"
• Austin® Father & Child
Sculptures

• Decorative Photo Frames
• Silk Plants

GALLERY
301 N. 12th • University Square • Murray, KY

33E

Mon.-Fri. 9-5; Sat. 9-4 • 759-1019

I love my dad because he takes me
places and he gets to spend time with me.
I love my dad because he takes me to
church. I love my dad because sometimes
he plays with me, and sometimes he takes
me to Aunt Amy's.
Jeri McReynolds
I love my dad because he taught me
how to ride a dirt bike. He also got me
and Mitch a game cube. He helped us
with our tree house. He got me a
Kawasaki and a 70 Honda motorcycle. I
also love my stepdad and my step dads
mom.
Lucas Morton
He is a special man. He loves me and
I love him. He taught me manner. And
right from wrong. He makes sure Im safe.
My dad is nice he helps me. He plays with
me alot. He kisses me alot. He's funny
and smart. I love him so much.
Tavia Olive
I love my dad because he plays with
me and dosent alway slouch on the couch.
We get to ride on the founvheeler and
drive the golfcart. Most of all we play
board gams and I know he will never
leave me.
Shea Pierce

• Limited Edition Prints
& Canvas Art
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I love my dad because he takes me
places and to the truck and tractor pull.
He plays with me and helps me too. When
I go to school I miss him. We have fun
everyday. He bought me a tv. He lets me
play baseball. He took me deer hunting.
Jeremey Jones

IN)

I like my Dad because he lets me play
football, baseball, and basketball in the
house. He lets me ride my big brother's
fourwheeler and he lets me invite people
over to my house. He lets me go over to
my friend's house and lets me shoot my
gun a lot. He lets me buy stuff. I like to
hunt in the woods with him. He likes to
play baseball. He likes to watch the baseball game and likes to play football.
Cody Redden

My dad is very special to me. He
taught me how to do the waltz and dance
with a girl my age. But the rest of the
dance I learned with my dad in dance
classes. My dad was the teacher. My dad
has a hot tub.,Its not finished but when I
get there it will be done. I enjoy visiting
my dad in St. Louis.
Curt Thurman
My dad is special because he plays
with me. He also teaches me a whole lot
of things. He buy's me special stuff for
my birthday. He takes me places like
Lexington, Bowling Green, and a whole
bunch of more places. He keeps me safe
when ever theres a storm. And thats why
my dad is special.
Sierra Underhill
My dad is special because he works
hard in the army. When I go to his work
he lets me play on the computer also he
lets me look at the stuff he keeps for the
government. Afout he gets off work we
get louch and wats for my step mom.
Arout that we pike up a movie. I love him.
Derek Martin
I love my dad because he sits on the
couch with me and watches T.V. I love
him because he plays Monopoly with me
and plays basketball with me. I like it
when he plays Nintendo with me. He is a
super guy. He takes me to the movies. He
takes me hunting and fishing. He takes
me to fishing tournaments. He teaches me
chess. He is the best dad anyone ever
wanted.
Morgan Williams
My father was made very special. He
could always make me laugh. Though he
doesn't live with me, he lives in Lautey,
Florida where I was born. I always got
this good feeling when I was with him.
Every once in a while, he would take us
out for ice cream. Mom and Dad ran a hot
dog stand, and we always brought our
bathing suits because we ran it at
Keystone Beach. That's where he taught
me how to swim. My dad is a very special
man.
Victoria Winchester

